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WOOD WINDOW SILLS

101111 C. Leeke
Prese r vation Cons u/tan l
Portland, Maill e

© 1997 John C. Leeke

Thi s article is an excerpt from the "Practical
Resto ration Report, Wood Windows," by John C.
Leeke, Preservation Consu ltant .
Preserving or repairing wood windows can be
more economical than co mplete replacement,
espec iall y if you con sider the hi storic character
and value of o ri ginal windows. Often the
decid ing facto r is the sill's cond itio n. When the
sill is deteriorated the decision is often fo r
compl ete repl acement, frame and all. [f the sill
could be repaired, the window could be saved.
Thi s article covers two methods used to deal
with sills in poor condition (Figure l).

It is important to understand a few bas ics of
window sill function and construction. The sill is
a structural part of the window frame that holds
the sash snugly, yet lets the sash slide open and
closed freely. A weather seal is fo rmed with the
bottom rail of the lower sash and the sill. The sill

drains away rain water that washes down from
the window and wall above.
Timber-framed houses built in New England
during the 1700s and earl y 1800s usuall y have
simply framed windows with the sill housed in
dad os at the lower end of the vertical frame
stil es (Fi gure 2). Windows in later buildings may
ha ve more complex framing with fini sh sills
supported by sub sill s of wood or stone. Window
sill s with more parts have a greater chance for
trapped moisture and decay.
There are two common conditions in deteri orated
wood sill s. These conditi ons relate to window
locati on and require very different treatments.

North and east window sill s are cJamp with
decayed wood that needs to be treated or
replaced. Sills o n the south and west sides of the
building are dried out with deep cracks that need
to be fill ed.
Funga[ Decay
C onditions and C auses. Fungal decay is a
cond ition commo nl y found in sills on the north
and east sides of a building. Moisture can build
up, lead ing to decay without the drying effect of
the sun. Decay o ften begins at the j o int s where
the sill meets the verti cal frame stile. Rain water
seeps into the j o int and is trapped between the
parts. Exteri or storm windows can trap rain
water if the storms are sealed too tightl y where
they meet the sill s. Mo isture can rise up in
maso nry wall s causing ex tensive decay along the
botto m of the sill. Heavy paint buildup on the top
of the sill keeps the woocJ beneath from drying
out, contributing to the problem . Sheet metal
fl as hing installed over the entire top and face of
the sill will trap even more moisture.
When assessing the cond iti on of a window sill, it
is advisable to begin with exteri or clues such as
crack s in the paint fi lm , open gaps at the j oint
and peeling paint to imagine conditions deep

within the wood. T hen, look for ev idence to
support what is suspected.
Paint peeli ng down to the bare wood of the sill ,
ex terior casings, and sicJing beneath the sill
indicates a hi gh mo isture content. An icepick can
be used to probe the j o int for so ft decayed wood .
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This can some times be done without disturbing
the rest of the frame or cas ings.

Treatment - Materials. Special material s are
needed . W hen the decay is limited, the wood can
be preserved wit h an e poxy treatme nt. Epox y
consolidan t is a thick syrupy liquid that pe netrates deeply into decayed wood fibers and
cracks and then harde ns into a flexible pl astic.
The strength of the treated wood is renewed .
Epoxy mate ri als formulated espec ially for wood
consolidation and fill ing must be used.

Figllre 1. Th is will dow 011 a 1790s Federnl shjle hOllse
ill sOlllhem New Halllpshire slill had ils origillal sash,
casillgs alld frallle. The lIew sill replaces Ihe origilwl,
which was severely decayed dll e 10 waler elliry.
In a severe case o f ad vanced decay the joint that
attaches the sill to the Frame sides may ha ve
rOlled out, letting the sill drop an inc h or more
over the years. The ori gin al or a late r replacement sash may ha ve been refit to account for the
ga p, or a board may have been added on top of
the sill. This type of repair is onl y te mporary and
just a cover up of the real problem at the jo ints.
The moisture buildup that leads to decay can be
de tected deep within the wood using e lectronic
moisture detec ti on meters. A n icepick can be

used to probe For decay in the bOllom of the sill
along the joint with masonry. It may be poss ible
to probe the sill bOllo m from the interior through
deteriorated plaster or open woodwork joints
under the stool. Suspect areas can be investi gated furth er by drilling a hole in the sill to
dete rmine the exte nt of the decay.
Wh ile it is possible to treat li mited decay with the
sill in pl ace, it can be difficult to tell the true
extent of the damage wi thout removing the sill.
V·4

Ex te nsive decay usuall y means making a replaceme nt sill of new wood and possibly re moving the whole frame to repair the ends of the
fra me stiles or to replace the stil es . (See Methods, below.) A decay-resistant species or
selection of wood should be used, or the wood
should be treated to protect it. In New England,
trad iti onal Eastern White Pine is often selected
for its narrow an nual growth rin gs, and all
heart wood is used to resist decay. Application of
a borate preserva ti ve will help prevent future
decay. Orient the annual rings on the end-grain
of the wood to be vertical to the top surface of
the sill. T hi s will help prevent weat her checks
(Figure 3).
Methods. Restore limited decay in the old sill
and stile joint by conso lidating decayed wood and
rebui lding the joint with epoxy conso lidant and
fill er. The wood must be d ry for epoxy treatment
( 15 percent wood moisture content or less).
Protect the sill from rain wi th plastic sheeting if it
is left in place, or protect the gap left in the wall
if the siII is re mo ved. Store the siII ina dry, well
ve ntilated place so it will dry too. Treat the frame
sti le ends in place with consolidant and rebui ld
the dado joint with fi ll er. Thi s is easy to do whe n
the top shoulder of the jo int is still sound. If the
shou lder is not sound, the rest of the fram e may
have to come out to treat or repl ace the stiles.
In making a new sill , I usuall y fo llow the old sill
as a pattern , adding a siding groove and drip
bead if the orig inal did not have them (Figure 2).
To preserve the hi storic c haracter of a sill , be
sure to match any mouldings on the face of the
sill and match the length and thickness of lhe old
sill exactl y. Thi s may req uire four-inch to fiveinch thi ck wood. Wood this thick is not kept in
stock at the typical lumber yard. A ll ow extra
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Figll re 2. Will dow sill ill frallle bll ildillg. Frallle stile alld sill joillt.

Figll re 3. Window Sill Deterioratioll. Deep fllllgal decay within
the jo in tis camlllOl1 all north flIld east windows. Slf Ifnee weather

checks nre CO l11111011 011 5011 tII ami west windows . Massive decay
along the bottolll of the sill is possible, especially with lIIaSOIl ry
walls.
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time for locating a source. Stockpile thick wood
if you will be doing a lot of window sill work.
Install the new or preserved sill seating the joints
with a long life paintable sealant or caulk such as
a poly-urethane or poly-sulfide type.Fasten the
sill in place with galvanized or stainless steel
Sheetrock (TM) screws to avoid the pounding
damage caused with the use of nails (Figure 4).

Weather Checks
Condition and Cause. Sills on the south and
west sides of the house often have deep cracks
or "weather checks" (Figures 3 and 5). When
bare wood is left exposed to the weather, small
checks open up that are barely visible. The sun
shines in and ultra-violet rays deteriorate wood
fiber on the insides of the checks, widening
them. Rain water soaks into the cracks. The
damp-dry and freeze-thaw cycles open the
checks, wider and deeper. Checks range in size
from hairline in wood that is exposed for a few
weeks up to 114 inch wide and 3/8 inch deep in
wood that has been exposed for many years.
Weather checks are easy to see if the old paint
has weathered away. Even if sills have been
painted recently, breaks in the new paint film
may indicate weather checks beneath caused by
an earlier exposure. Cracks in the paint film will
be visible since the spackle most painters use to
fill weather checks will last only a season or two.
Often surface weather checks will be the only
damage on a sill. Do not mistake a weather
check for a split sill, which will be cracked all the
way through from the top surface to the bottom
surface. Exterior casings and band mouldings
may also have weather checks that can be
treated at the same time as the sill.

Treatment - Materials. I have found after
extensive comparative testing that epoxy
consolidant and epoxy paste filler are the only
materials for filling weather checks that can be
considered permanent treatments. They will
adhere to the sides of the checks, flex with
seasonal wood movement, and provide a good
base for paint.
Methods. Remove heavy paint buildup from
the surface of the sill. The cracks should be
V-6

fairly clean and dust free so the epoxy
consolidant soaks in easily. Special scrapers and
crack tools are used to clean out the checks
quickly and efficiently (Figure 5), Look for deep
decay by raking out a few of the largest checks.
Though not common, such decay requires more
extensive treatment than just filling the checks.
Cover the sill loosely with plastic sheeting to dry
it out. Install the sheeting with tape and staples
along the bottom edge of the sill so it can be
easily flipped out of the way to work on the sill
and then flipped back in place until the next step
in the treatment. Drying might take a week or a
month, but the wood must be dry so the cracks
are at their widest when you fill them. Check the
progress of drying with an electronic moisture
detection meter.
Prime the checks by filling them with epoxy
consolidant. This is necessary to assure that the
filler applied later will adhere to the sides of the
check (Figures 6 and 7). Apply the consolidant
directly into each check with a narrow spouted
squeeze bottle so the consolidant does not go all
over the surface. Most of the consolidant will
soak in.
The epoxy must completely fill the checks all the
way to the bottom. For deep or very narrow
checks first mix a batch of filler that is thinner
than usual (about the consistency of mayonnaise)
and spread it onto the surface and into the
checks with a putty knife. Push the filler deep
into the bottom of the checks with the end of the
knife. Then force a stiffer mix (thicker than the
consistency of mashed potatoes) of epoxy into
the checks. This will force the softer epoxy deep
into the checks, expelling any air voids and
assuring the check is completely filled. With this
amount of pressure the epoxy will rebound above
the surface leaving a slightly higher mound along
each check. Leave this mound in place and let
the filler cure. If you level the filler it may shrink
slightly below the surface as it cures, and require
a second filling.
Do not be tempted to cover the whole top
surface of the sill with epoxies, thinking more of
a good thing is better. This would limit the
wood's ability to dry out. Also, improperly mixed
filler might be too brittle and crack with wood
movement over such a wide surface.
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Figllre 4. New sill abolllfo be
screwed ill place. No te sealallt is
applied a ll the top Sll rface of Ihe sill
where Ihe elld of Ihe casillg board
will sil. This will help keep waler
011 1of Ihe joilli. a lice Ihe sill is sel ill
place Ihe screw's cO/l1llersillk hole is
filled wilh sealalli.

•

Figllre 5. Clem/illg all t wealher
checks ill a delerioralillg willdow sill
wilh a C/lstOIl/ grollnd scraper.

Figllre 6. Prill/illg checks wilh
cOll solidant. When the collsolid",,1
has C/lred, fill ihe checks wilh epoxy
pasle filler. Epoxy pas Ie fi ller is
cOllsolidanl wilh powdery fi llers
added 10 give il a II/ashed polatoes
cOllsislellcy Ihal hardells ill to a solid
mass with characteristics similar to
wood. (See also Fig"re 7.)
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When the epoxy has set, trim off the excess
filler. This is most efficiently done with a very
sharp hook-type paint scraper (Figure 8). If you
do not have a sharp scraper, it may be best to
smooth the filler flush when applying it and do a
second filling if there is any shrinkage. Then
simply sand the epoxy down to the wood surface
with 50 grit paper between fillings.
Sand the surface to prepare it for painting. The
result is a surface of alternating stripes of epoxy
filled checks and bare untreated wood that
allows moisture to escape from within the sill.
These stripes of bare wood at the surface are a
key detail that must not be glossed over. Paint
will protect the bare wood and still allow some
moisture to escape.
Sometimes it is possible to build up the top
surface of the sill near the interior edge to even
out this narrow band where the sash meets the
sill. This provides a smooth uniform surface for
the sash and weather stripping to make a
weather resistant seal. If a flat true surface
were carried across the whole sill, the smooth
surface might look odd next to weather beaten
exterior casing and siding. The surface only
needs to be flat enough to hold paint well. In
some cases leaving some of the original texture
showing causes no harm and preserves the
weathered appearance.

Paint and Maintenance
Paint the sills with a primer and two top coats of
best quality exterior house paint once they are
treated or replaced.
After priming, caulk the sill/style joints and all
joints where the sill meets siding or masonry with
sealant. Then apply the top coats. Carry the
paint treatment from the vertical surface that
meets the inside face of the lower sash, over the
top of the sill, down the face of the sill, and
underneath the edge of the sill up to the joint with
the wall.
The basic cause of decay and weather checks is
usually ineffective sealant and paint maintenance. Once damaged sills are repaired, you will
want to be sure that the sills are inspected for
breaks in the joints and paint film every year or
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two. Then follow up by replacing failed sealant
and spot painting as needed.
Avoid the following causes of damage to
window sills due to moisture buildup and decay
by following these guidelines:
• paint deterioration: check sills at least every
two years for breaks in paint film and repaint
spot failures as needed
• exterior storm windows sealed too tightly in
place: leave a slight ventilation gap or holes
between the bottom of the storm and the sill
• sheet metal covering: remove any impervious
covering over a wood sill and repair or replace
the wood sill
• gutters at roof eaves are missing or clogged:
install or clean out gutters
• overgrown shrubbery and trees: cut or move
shrubbery back at least two feet and trees at least
10 feet to improve air flow
I base costs for sill work on the following time
estimates: to epoxy weather checks and paint
three coats takes two to four hours; to make a
new sill and install it leaving the frame in place
takes six to ten hours.

Ethics
On more ordinary buildings the decision to save
an existing sill or to replace it is usually an
economic one: whichever costs less. Frequently,
treating weather checks with epoxy will cost less
than replacing the sill or the entire window. On
buildings that are more historically important, the
preservation ethic of saving original fabric comes
into play. Even a severely decayed sill could be
preserved with epoxy, though at a higher cost
than complete replacement with new wood.
This would certainly fit in with current American
preservation philosophy. In Europe complete
replacement of building parts is more common.
This has a predictable result not often thought
about in the United States. The traditional skills
and sources of supply for making building parts
in Europe are supported on a continuing basis.
In Europe it is not difficult to find the specially
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Figure 7. Workill g epoxy filler illto
checks.

Figure 8. Scmpillg away excess
filler to expose stripes of UII treated
wood.

skilled tradespeople needed for wo rk on historic
buildings. In thi s cou ntry it is not as easy to find
people skilled in the traditional methods and
materials.
Asking yo ur carpenter to fabricate a matchi ng
sill of new wood supports cont inues an imponant
trade skill in a very rea l way. Is preserving these
skill s mo re important than preservi ng the remaining historic fabric of a decayed sill ? As usual ,
work ing on old bu ildi ngs is frau ght with compromise. It is up to yo u to fin d the balance that
works fo r you and yo ur historic bui lding.

Sources of Materials
Sealants and Caulks. These common prod ucts
are generall y availab le at many local bui lding
suppl y companies.
Sheetrock Screws
McFeely's

PO Box 3
712 12th St reet
Lynchburg, Virg ini a 24505 U.S.A
800-443-7937
(markets coated stee l. bron ze and stain less steel
screws - free cata log)
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Epoxy Consolidant and Filler. Do not
confuse epoxy consolidant and filler
formulatedfor wood treatment with other products such as "five-minute" epoxy adhesive or
polyester resin used for fiberglass work. The
best materials for preservation work are available directly from these manufacturers:

Abatron, Inc.
5501 95th Avenue, Department PRR
Kenosha, Wisconsin 53144 U.S.A
800-445-1754
(LiquidWood and WoodEpox products are good
if you are new to the use of epoxies.)
Housecraft Associates
7 Goodale Road
Newton, New Jersey 07860 U.S.A
201-570-1112
InterNet: housecraft@aol.com (ConServ
Flexible Epoxy Consolidant and Flexible Epoxy
Patch are more adaptable to varying conditions,
but require some experience.)
Thick Pine. The 4-inch to 5-inch thick wood
often needed for sills can be difficult to find.
Check local sawmills or woodworking shops.
Ask for pine that has been drying under cover
for at least two years.
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WINDOW CONSERVATION AND
REPAIR SPECIFICATIONS

John Greenwalt Lee
Architectural Materials COl/ servator
John Greenwalt Lee Company
AI/I/apolis, Maryland

The author, an architectural conservator, ass ists
architects in preparing speci fication s and, if nontraditional skills are needed, he requires that onsite training be provided. The following sample
specifications, developed from over twe nty yea rs
of work on historic sash, were prepared to
supplement that on-site training.
These sample specifications we re initially
prepared for architect Gunny Harboe of McClier
in Chicago, JIlinois, fo r use at the Humbo ldt Park
Stables. The Stables, designed by Frommann &
Jebsen and constructed in 1896, is an important
hi storic structure in one of Chicago's large parks.
The work involved cleaning, con servation, and
repair of woodwork and windows. The scope
and budget of the Stables project did not allow
for the inclusion of illustrations. However, the
specifications were further developed by the
author for use at the Wyck project, a house in

the Germantown sec tion of Phi ladelphia, Pennsy lvania. In that revision, illustrations prepared
by the author and David Clement of Phillips &
Oppermann, P.A. , of Winston-Salem, North
Carolina, were added. Wyck, constructed in
sections from circa 1690 through 1824 and
owned by the same fami ly until 1972, is an
historic house mu seum with more than 100,000
documents and 10,000 artifacts in its collection.
The project invo lved conservation of the ex terior
fabric of thi s histori c house museum, including
wood, s tllCCO, stone, paint, and g lass.
No specific instructions are provided about how
to take the window apart because thi s type of
detail is best worked out on the project with the
craftsmen. Instead, the specifications provide a
general seq uence and structure for the wo rk .
The specifications continue to develop as new
techniques for performing the work evolve.

The following sample specifications and drawings
are copyright. © t 994 John G. Lee and Phillips &

Oppermann, P.A.
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GENERAL WINDOW INSPECTION t REPAIR

PgOCEOYRES

I. REMOVE STOP BEAD BEING CAREFUL TO RETAIN INTACT. NUMBER
SECTION ON ITS BACK SIDE WITH PERMANENT INK AS TO ITS WINDOW
OF ORIGIN AND SPECIFIC LOCATION. INSPECT FOR DAMAGE OR
DETERIORATION AND SET ASIDE FOR CONSOLIDATION OR PATCHING
WITH DUTCHMEN AS APPROPRIATE.
2. REMOVE SASH AND APPLY UNIQUE NUMBER WITH INDELIBLE INK. INSPECT
GLASS AND TO EACH SALVAGEABLE GLASS LITE APPLY ITS UNIQUE
NUMBER WITH INDELIBLE INK. REMOVE GLASS AND STORE IN A SECURE
LOCA TION FOR LATER REINS T ALLA TION.
3. INSPECT SASH FOR DAMAGE OR DETERIORATION AND SET ASIDE FOR
CONSOLIDATION OR PATCHING WITH DUTCHMAN AS APPROPRIATE.
4. REMOVE WEATHERSTRIPPING BEING CAREFUL NOT TO DAMAGE
SURROUNDING WOOD SURFACES. INSPECT FOR POSSIBLE REINSTALLATION.
IF SALVAGEABLE. APPLY UNIQUE NUMBER AND STORE IN A SECURE
LOCA TION FOR REINS T ALLA TION.
5. REMOVE CAULKING USING PUTTY KNIVES AND DENTAL TOOLS WITH HEAT
GUN IF NECESSARY.
,. REMOVE PAINT FROM WINDOW SILL. JAMB. HEAD. REVEAL. MOLDINGS. STUD
AND PARTING BEADS. REMOVE ONLY ENOUGH PAINT TO REACH A
SOUND PAINT SURFACE OR TO FULLY EXPOSE AREA OF DETERIORATION.
USE ONLY HEAT GUNS WITH PUTTY KNIVES AND DENTAL TOOLS OR
HAND SANDING TO REMOVE PAINT. IF SANDING. USE 120-150 GRIT PAPER
WITH A BLOCK ON FLAT SURFACES AND GRIT PAPER WITH NO BLOCK
ON CURVED SURFACES. BEFORE ANY PAINT REMOVAL ACTIONS. AN
ASSESSMENT OF LEAD-BASED PAINT HAZARDS SHOULD BE UNDERTAKEN.
1. INSPECT FASTENERS. IF MISSING OR BADLY DETERIORATED. REPLACE
AS APPROVED BY ARCHITECT.
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S. IF TRIM JOINTS ARE OPEN ON APPLIED PIECES. REMOVE CAREFULLY TO
KEEP THE PIECES INTACT AND RE-ALIGN.
". INSPECT ALL WOOD SURFACES FOR ROT. CRACKS. SPLITS. INSECT
DAMAGE AND OTHER FORMS OF DETERIORATION.
10. CHECK BOTTOM ENDS OF JAMBS. MOLDINGS AND PARTING BEADS
AT SILLS FOR ROT. FOR MINOR DETERIORATION (ROT OF 113" TO II .....
DEPTH). CONSOLIDATE WITH HIGH STRENGTH EPOXY RESIN. FOR DEEP
DETERIORATION (114" OR DEEPER). EITHER IMMERSE THE DISASSEMBLED
ELEMENT IN EPOXY RESIN OR DRILL lIS" DIAMETER HOLES IN THE ELEMENT
TO ALLOW SA TURA TION BY THE EPOXY RESIN. IF SECTIONS ARE MISSING.
REPLACE WITH DUTCHMEN AFTER SURROUNDING ROT IS CONSOLIDATED.
II. ALL HOLES AND CRACKS DEEPER THAN 3/"" SHALL BE CONSOLIDATED

WITH EPOXY RESIN THEN FILLED WITH AN EPOXY FILLER. SCRAPE AND
SAND TO BE LEVEL WITH ADJOINING SURFACES; DO NOT FEATHER THE
EDGES. CHECK ALL HORIZONTAL SURFACES. ESPECIALLY THE SILL.
DUE TO THEIR SUSCEPTIBILITY TO ROT.
12. WHEN CONSOLIDATION (EPOXY RESIN) AND REPAIRS (DUTCHMEN AND
EPOXY FILLER) HAVE BEEN COMPLETED. HAND SAND ALL WOOD
SURFACES LIGHTLY WITH 120-150 GRIT PAPER TO REMOVE PAINT
CHIPS. GRIT. OIL GLAZE. ETC. DUST USING A DRY CLOTH OR PAINT
BRUSH. AND. LASTLY. WIPE DOWN ALL WOOD SURFACES WITH A DAMP
CLOTH OF PAINT THINNER.
13. FOR DRY. WEATHERED WOOD WITH VERY MINOR SURFACE DETERIORATION.
(LESS THAN lIS"). BRUSH APPLY KYANOIL (PURE ALKYD RESIN) AT FULL
STRENGTH. REPEAT APPLICATION UNTIL OIL REMAINS ON THE SURFACE
THEN WIPE AWAY THE EXCESS. (THE INTENT 15 TO LOAD THE WOOD FIBERS
BUT NOT TO CREATE A SURFACE COATINC.J ALLOW TO DRY. SAND
LIGHTL Y PRIOR TO PAINTING.
14. BRUSH APPLY ALKYD EXTERIOR PRIMER AT FULL STRENGTH TO ALL
WOOD SURFACES. ALLOW FIRST PRIMER COAT TO DRY COMPLETELY.
15. APPLY EXTERIOR SPACKLE WITH SMALL PUTTY KNIFE 0- OR 2" WIDTH)
TO ALL MINOR SURFACE CRACKS. VALLEYS. INDENTATIONS. ETC. ALLOW
TO DRY TO A HARD CONDITION.
.
". REMOVE EXCESS SPACKLE BY HAND SANDING WITH A 150 GRIT PAPER
TO MAKE LEVEL WITH SURROUNDING SURFACE. AVOID SANDING THROUGH
PRIMER COAT.
I'. DUST ALL SURFACES WITH DRY CLOTH OR PAINTBRUSH. BRUSH APPLY
SECOND COAT OF ALKYD EXTERIOR PRIMER AT FULL STRENGTH TO ALL
WOOD SURFACES. ALLLOW SECOND PRIMER COAT TO DRY COMPLETELY.
18. REPEAT PROCESS OF HAND-SANDING AND DUSTING BETWEEN
APPLICATIONS OF TWO FINISH COATS OF ALKYD PAINT.
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GENERAL SASH REPAIR

TYPICAL PROBLEM AREAS

I. CHANNEL CUT INTO EDGE
OF STILE FROM USE.
~.

2. CRACK OR SPLIT IN THIN
EDGE OF ROPE DADO.

SOFT. ROTTING OR
PARTIALLY ERODED
MUNTIN PROFILE AND/
OR GLASS LEDGE. -----f+-+-.""'---

"f. SHALLOW ROT AND
MINOR CHECKS AND
SPLINTS AT JOINT
INTERSECTION. - - - - - + . - - f - - - i + -__
5. SEVERELY ROTTED OR
MISSING WOOD AT
BOTTOM OF LOWER
SASH (BOTH STILE AND
RAIL), AND/OR OPEN
SPLIT IN SASH. -----+--+---.....
,. MORTISE AND TENON
LOOSE. SEPARATED OR
TENON MISSING.----~I
1. BOTTOM SURFACE OF
RAIL SOFT. EDGE
ROTTED
OR_PARTIALLY
MISSING. _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....J

REMEDIAL ACTIONS
PROBLEM AREA #1
PLANE THE WORN AREA WITH A RABBET PLANE TO MAKE CHANNEL
SMOOTH AND STRAIGHT WITH SQUARE EDGES. CUT A STRIP OF
SIMILARLY GRAINED, SAME SPECIES WOOD TO FIT IN THE CHANNEL
AS A PATCH OR -DUTCHMAW. GLUE THE DUTCHMAN IN PLACE WITH
EPOXY GLUE. WHEN DRY. PLANE. SCRAPE AND SAND TO MAKE
DUTCHMAN lEVEL WITH THE FACE OF THE STilE.
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PROBLEM AREA 12
REMOVE DEBRIS FROM CRACK. BRUSH. POUR OR INJECT EPOXY RESIN
GLUE. CLAMP UNTIL DRY. FOR LARGER POORLY FITTING CRACKS.
GLUE CAN BE THICKENED WITH CABOSIL TO LESSEN RUN OUT.

PROBLEM AREA 13
FOR MINOR SURFACE DETERIORATION IN WOOD WHICH IS TO BE REPAINTED.
FIRST BRUSH APPLY KYANOIL TO THE WOOD AND LET DRY TO HARDEN
THE DETERIORATION.
IF VERY SOFT OR LOOSE WOOD USE BRUSH-ON APPLICATION OF EPOXY
RESIN. DILUTE SLIGHTLY IF NECESSARY WITH MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDED
SOLVENT TO ENHANCE PENETRATION. WHEN FULL Y SATURATED", WIPE OFF
EXCESS AND ALLOW TO DRY COMPLETELY. AVOID GLASSY Ore SYRUPY
COATING ON THE SURFACE.
PARTIALL Y ERODED SURFACES CAN BE IN-FILLED (AFTER CONSOLIDATION
WITH EPOXY RESIN) WITH EPOXY PASTE FILLER AND SHAPED AFTER
DRYING.
LARGE MISSING AREAS OF THE MUNTIN PROFILE OR THE GLASS LEDGE
ARE TO BE REPAIRED USING WOOD DUTCHMEN AS DESCRIBED IN THE
REMEDY FOR CONDITION II.

~
PROBLEM AREA

c"

AFTER PAINT IS REMOVED FROM WOODWORK. TEST AREAS THAT FEEL
50FT OR APPEAR UNSOUND TO DETERMINE THE EXTENT OF THE
DETERIORA TION USING A SHARP. SMALL-BLADED KNIFE. ICE PICK
OR AWL. IT 15 MOST IMPORTANT TO DETERMINE THE DEPTH OF THE
ROT. PROBE BUT 00 NOT PRY OR SPLINTER THE WOOD. IF WOOD
ROT 15 SHALLOW OR CHECKS AND SPLITS ARE MINOR. THESE AREAS
CAN BE CONSOLIDATED WITH BRUSH-APPLIED EPOXY RESINS.

TREA T BOTH CONDITIONS BY
BRUSH APPLIED EPOXY
RESIN CONSOLIDANT.-r>

I'1IMOR CHeCKS ANO SPUTS

HORIZONTAL SECTION:

MINOR DETERIORATION OF RAIL AND STILE

~
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PROBLEM AREAS #5. #, AND #1

SEVEREL Y ROTTED WOOD

~~~~_~_;;, MISSING

HORIZONT AL SECTION:

WOOD

SEVERE DETERIORATION OF RAIL AND STILE

UNENHANCED SURFACE APPLICATION OF EPOXY RESIN CONSOLIDANT IS
NOT SUFFICIENT TO CORRECT THESE PROBLEMS.
AFTER REMOVAL OF PINS. CAREFULLY TAP USINC, A RUBBER MALLET TO
DISASSEMBLE SEVERELY DAMAC,ED STILES. RAILS AND MUNTINS.
STANO THE ROTTED ENDS OF THE DISASSEMBLED PIECES IN A CONTAINER
OF EPOXY RESIN CONSOLIDANT. THERE SHOULD BE ENOUC,H RESIN IN
THE CONTAINER TO COVER AT LEAST 112 TO 2/3 OF THE ROTTED AREA.
ALLOW THE RESIN TO SATURATE THE ROTTED WOOD AND RISE UPWARDS
BY CAPILLARY ACTION UNTIL THE ENTIRE DAMAC,ED AREA IS LOADED
WITH RESIN.
IT MAY BE NECESSARY FOR SOME WOODS TO DRILL liS- DIAMETER HOLES
APPROXIMA TEL Y 1/2- ON CENTER IN AL TERNA TINC,. ST AC,C,ERED ROWS
TO PROMOTE STAURATION BY EXPOSINC, THE END C,RAIN OF THE WOOD.
ELeVAnON

PLAN

Va" DlN1I!TER HOLeS D~ IN
STACNERED Roe DEeP eNOUGH

TO HIT &OtJND lIIOOD. _ _ _--1

APPLY EPOXY RESIN CONSOLIDANT BY POURINC, OR BRUSHINC,. REPEATEDLY FILLINC, THE HOLES UNTIL ABSORPTION STOPS.
WITH EITHER TECHNIQUE. WHEN WOOD 15 FULLY SA TURA TED. WIPE OFF
EXCESS RESIN AND ALLOW TO DRY.

V-16
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CONSOLIDA TED AREA
TO REPLACE CORNER. MAKE RABBET
OR BEVEL WITH PLANE OR CHI5EL TO
RECEIVE DUTCHMAN. uLUE. CLAMP AND
WHEN DRY. PLANE DUTCHMAN LEVEL
WITH THE FACE OF THE STILE.

WHEN THE ENCLOSINC, BOTTOM OF THE
STILE AT THE MORTI5E 15 M1551NC, OR IS
OPEN. BAND 5AW PARALLEL SIDE5. FIT
AND C,LUE DUTCHMAN. KEEPINC, C,RAIN
DIRECTION ALlC,NED.
IF MORTI5E 15 ENLARC,ED OR NOT ABLE TO
HOLD TENON TIC,HTLY. CONTINUE CUT WITH
BAND 5AW. 5QUARINC, MORTI5E AREA. FIT
AND C,LUE BLOCK FROM TOP OF MORTI5E
TO BOTTOM OF 5TILE. WHEN DRY. REBORE MORTI5E POCKET AND 5HAPE WITH
CHISEL TO FIT TENON.
POST-CONSOLIDATION REPAIR OF MORTI5E

CON50LlDA TED AREA

PACE OF RAIL

POST-CONSOLIDATION REPAIR OF TENON

CUT TENON BLANK. IN5ERT
AND C,LUE IN PLACE. PARE
TO FIT MORTI5E.

" ,

~O"O'~-+ ~'~/----~~~~------~

POST-CONSOLIDATION REPLACEMENT OF TENON

WINDOW REHABILITATION GUIDE FOR HISTORIC BUILDINGS
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REMOVING PAINT AND pUTTY WITH HEAT GYN
USE A FORCED AIR HEAT GUN (MAKIT A. WAGONER. ETC'> AND A
SELECTION OF PUTTY KNIVES. SCRAPERS. PICKS. DENTAL INSTRUMENTS
AND WOOD CHISELS.
TWO VERY USEFUL TOOLS ARE:
I.)

I 1/2- - 2- SEMI-FLEXIBLE PUTTY KNIFE (CORNERS SLIGHTLY
ROUNDED WITH A FILE).

2JRED DEVIL TYPE 3 SIDED SCRAPER (FLAT. CONVEX. CONCAVE).
FOR LARGE PAINTED AREAS (MORE THAN ONE FOOT WIDE) A FLAT PLATE
HEA TING ELEMENT IS ALSO USEFUL.
STRIPPING PAINT WITH HEAT ODES NOT MEAN CHARRING THE WOOD.
AL THOUGH OCCASIONALLY SURFACE DARKENING MAY OCCUR DUE TO
THE HEATED OIL RESIDUE REMAINING IN THE WOOD.
ON VERTICAL SURFACES. START PAINT REMOVAL AT THE BOTTOM
AND WORK UP. IF ONE STARTS FROM THE TOP AND WORKS DOWN. THE
RISING HEAT MAY CHAR THE BARE WOOD ABOVE. IF ONE STARTS
FROM THE BOTTOM. THE RISING HEAT WILL PRE-SOFTEN THE PAINT
ABOVE. MAKING THE PAINT REMOVAL GO MORE QUICKLY.
WHEN USING THE I 112- - 2- PUTTY KNIFE. HOLD THE GUN SO THAT THE
HOT AIR IS DIRECTED PARTIALLY ON THE BLADE AND THE AREA OF
PAINT SEVERAL INCHES IN FRONT. PUSH THE KNIFE AT A SLIGHT
DIAGONAL AND UPWARDS ACROSS THE GRAIN DIRECTION OF THE WOOD.
REMOVE PAINT IN THE RECESSES FIRST. THE REMAINING PAINT ON THE
BROADER AREAS WILL PROTECT THEM FROM BURNING.

THE TRICK IN HEAT PAINT REMOVAL IS TO HEAT AN AREA EVENLY. ALL
THE WAY THROUGH TO THE WOOD. AND REMOVE IT IN ONE PASS.
INSUFFICIENT HEATING WILL ALLOW ONLY THE UPPER LAYERS TO COME
OFF AND REHEATING WILL BE REQUIRED.
AFTER THREE OR MORE HEATINGS. THE PAINT WILL LOSE ITS ELASTICITY.
AND MUST BE REMOVED BY SCRAPING OR SANDINCa.
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PROCEDURES CONCERNINy PAINT AND PYTTY REMOYAL
FROM WINDOW SASH

STANO
CiLASS PROTeCTOR. HADE PROH NON-

~frc~~1moLEe~de~.f£~~LgJH
CiALVAHlZED STEEL

CiLASS
"UNTt1(---~~

U HEAT A SECTION OF GLAZING PUTTY UNTIL SOFT.
2'> MOVE THE HEATING ELEMENT ALONG TO ANOTHER SECTION.
3'> USING A 1/2- WOOD CHISEL OR THE BLADE OF A PUTTY KNIFE. SLIDE
IT ALONG BETWEEN THE PUTTY AND THE WOOD EDGE. AND GENTLY
ALONG THE SURFACE OF THE GLASS. SEPARATING THE PUTTY FROM
THESE SURFACES .
... ., PULL THE GLAZING POINTS WITH NEEDLE NOSED PLIERS.
5'> RUN THE TIP OF A SHARP KNIFE OR A VENEER SAW ALONG THE
EMBEDED GLAZING PUTTY AT THE EDGE OF THE GLASS INTIL THE
GLASS 15 NO LONGER BOUND.

,.>

GENTLY TAP THE INSIDE SURFACE OF THE GLASS UPWARDS UNTIL IT
COMES FREE. IT MAYBE NECESSARY TO SLIDE THE KNIFE TIP
ALONG THE INTERSECTION OF THE GLASS AND MUNTIN ON THE
INSIDE.

~===::;[;::JII[:&.OR VENEER ..... ALONQ

=Ci=LA=S=S

HUNTrN

----.lJ

1'> CONTINUE UNTIL ALL GLASS AND PUTTY ARE REMOVED.
8'> REMOVE PAINT FROM MUNTINS. RAILS. AND STILES.

WINDOW REHABILITATION GUIDE FOR HISTORIC BUILDINGS
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WHEN GLASS, PUTTY, AND PAINT HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM A SASH
CARRY OUT REPAIRS.
WHEN REPAIRS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED, LluHTLY SAND INTERIOR AND
EXTERIOR. DUST OFF. APPLY COAT OF KYANOIL OR PRIMER TO ALL
SURFACES (INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR). ALLOW TO DRY. LIGHTLY SAND
ALL SURFACES (EXCEPT uLASS RABBETS) TO REMOVE BUMPS, RAISED
GRAIN, ETC. THE SASH IS READY FOR REGLAZINu.

Q

APPLY C.LAZINC. COMPOUND TO C.LASS RABBET

PRESS uLASS INTO OPENING.
GLAZING POINTS

SECURE WITH

TRIM EXCESS COMPOUND, SMOOTH JOINT.
HOLD COMPOUND LINE BACK AT LEAST 1/32FROM EDGE OF MUNTIN.
~~~~A~P~P~L~Y GLAZING COMPOUND WITH KNIFE

E-....,.c..t'--

METAL STRAIGHT EDGE
IF EXTERIOR EDGE OF MUNTIN (uLASS
LEDGE OR DIVIDER) IS WORN OR IRREGULAR, PLACE A METAL STRAIGHT
EDGE ALONG DIVIDER AND USE IT AS
A Jlu TO GUIDE THE PUTTY KNIFE.

WHEN THE SASH IS GLAZED, WITH ALL PUTTY LINES CLEAN, STRAIGHT
AND TRUE, SET ASIDE TO CURE. WHEN PUTTY HAS SET, APPLY FIRST
PRIME COAT OF PAINT TO THE EXTERIOR.
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DO NOT TRY TO CUT IN THE PAINT CAREFULLY ALONG THE EDGE
WHERE THE PUTTY MEETS THE GLASS. ALLOW THE PAINT TO FLOW
ONTO THE SURFACE OF THE GLASS. AT LEAST IIS-.
,---.,...--FIRST COAT OF PAINT PRIMER COVERS PUTTY AND
OVERLAPS ONTO GLASS AT LEAST IIS-.

CONTINUE WITH OTHER COATS OF PAINT IN THE SAME MANNER.
(INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR)
DO NOT REMOVE PAINT FROM THE GLASS BY SCRAPING WITH A RAZOR
BLADE AGAINST THE PUTTY. RATHER. REMOVE THE PAINT USING A
WIDE (APPROXIMA TEL Y 5 INCHES) SPACKLE KNIFE AS A GUIDE IN THE
FOLLOWING MANNER :

CLEAN JOINT
C===~---RAZOR BLADE
~-r------5·

SPACKLE KNIFE

~-------PAINT

ON GLASS

,...--- PUTTY
- - - FINISHED PAINT EDGES

WINDOW REHABILITATION GUIDE FOR HISTORIC BUILDINGS
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CONSOLIDATION OF FLAT WOOD SURFACES
ALWAYS PROBE THE DETERIORATED AREA WITH A SMALL KNIFE BLADE.
ICE PICK OR AWL TO MAP THE AREA TO BE CONSOLIDATED AND TO
DETERMINE THE BEST CONSOLIDATION TECHNIQUE.
A.

FOR VERY MINOR SURFACE DETERIORATION - LESS THAN I/S- DEPTHSUCH AS COMMON WEATHERING, BRUSH APPLY KY ANOIL.

B.

FOR MINOR SURFACE ROT - I/S- TO 1/-4- DEPTH - BRUSH APPLY
EPOXY RESIN CONSOLIDANT.

C.

FOR DEEP ROT - 1/-4- OR GREATER DEPTH - IMMERSE DISASSEMBLED
SASH UNITS IN CONTAINER OF EPOXY RESIN OR DRILL liS- DIAMETER
HOLES IN STAGGERED ROWS AND ALLOW RESIN TO SEEP TO FULL
SA TURA TION.

PROCEOURES CONCERNING EPOXY PASTE FILLER
FOLLOW MANUFACTURER'S DIRECTIONS FOR MIXING.
USE THIS PRODUCT FOR FILLING HOLES. GOUGES. CRACKS AND FOR
REBUILDING MISSING SURFACE OET AILS OF ORNAMENTAL CARVINGS.
MUNTIN PROFILES. ETC. 00 NOT USE TO RECREATE MISSING DECORATIVE
ELEMENTS OR MISSING SECTIONS OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS SUCH AS
THE ENOS OF JOISTS OR STUDS.

fiLLER TROlIII!I.ED INTO
HOLE. 8UGHT OVERfILLING

fillER LEVEl.ED BY SAtmlMG
OR SCRAPING

-----+~tH AND

SOUND WOOD

AVOID CReATINCi I"EATHERED
EDCaI!S AT SURP,t,Ct! --~

SAND OR SCRAPE TO REMOVE EXCESS
FILLER UNTIL OUTLINE OF CRACK OR
SPLIT 15 VISIBLE. AVOID LEAVING THIN
LA YERS OF FILLER ON THE SURF ACE
AROUND OR ALONG THE AREA OF
REPAIR. AVOID FEATHERING THE EDC.ES.
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IF THE AREA TO BE FILLED IS SOFT OR ROTTED. 00 NOT SCRAPE OUT
MATERIAL. INSTEAD. APPLY BY BRUSH A THOROUCiHLY MIXED EPOXY
RESIN LIQUID TO THE WEAKENED AREA. THIN SLICiHTL Y IF NECESSARY
(NO MORE THAN 10%). REPEAT APPLICATIONS UNTIL THE FIBERS ARE
SA TURA TED. WIPE OR BLOT OFF EXCESS. FILLER CAN BE APPLIED
A T THIS TIME OR AFTER THE EPOXY RESIN CONSOLIDANT CURES.
EPOXY PASTE FILLER APPLIED TO 50FT OR DETERIORATED WOOD
WILL HQI HOLD.

1Il000 TREATED IIIITH
1V'+~~PTM~nm
~ ....N PIIIOO TO
SOUND 11000

FOR VERY MINOR SURFACE DETERIORATION OR SLICiHTL Y 50FT
CONDITIONS. KYANOIL (ALKYD RESIN) MAYBE BRUSH APPLIED
AS A CONSOLIDANT.
EXTERIOR CiRADE SPACKLE FILLER MAY BE APPLIED FOR MINOR
SURFACE UNEVENNESS. IT SHOULD BE APPLIED WITH A PUTTY
KNIFE AND SANDED SMOOTH.

exTeRIOR SPACKLe. LJ!VeLED
BY 8AKDDtCr

~I

\()(

EPOXY PASTE FU.I..ER _ _ _ _ _ _---J

___ 1Il000

L - - - - V E R y &Of'T OR ROTTED IUOOO
CONSOLIDATED &11TH EPOXY ReSIN
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THE MUNTIN PROBLEM:
DOUBLE GLAZING MULTIPLE- LiGHT WINDOWS

Charles Parrott
Architect
Na tional Park Service
Lowell Natiol1al Historical Park
Lowell, Massachllse tts

Introduction
The ubiqui tous presence of divided-li ght windows
in our o lder building stock has come to be one of
the hallmarks of hi stori c arch itecture. For more
than two centuries the multiple- pane, double-hung
window was the predominant form for all American windows. Ho weve r, it was econo mic
necessity rather than styli stic preference that
fos te red this long run.
Th is econom ic imperative was prompted by the
technology of the window's raison d'elre - glass.
O nl y grad ually was the fiat glass industry able to
provide reasonabl y priced panes in sizes that
allowed an average-s ized sash to move fro m 12
to six to two and finally to o ne light per sash.
Until the middle of the nineteenth century most of
the larger and be tter quality panes we re avai lable
onl y as imports. At first, onl y the windows in the
more ex pensive buildings were fitted with larger
panes . Two-light sash began to be seen regularl y
on the principal facades of such bui ldings onl y
from the 1850s. Single-light sash became
common on ly late in the century. However, the
mu ltiple-light sash still served many buildings until
after the Second World War.
In spite of the economic determ ini sm of the
multi ple- light sash, they impart an important part
of the characte r of any hi storic building. T he
window light configurati on is as significant in
defining a building's place in time as any other
feature. We ex pect a house from the G reek
Revival Period to exhibit six-li ght sash, not two-

li oohr-, an ltaliallate commercial buildi ng to contain
two rather than one pane per sash: a Victorian
factory building to have sash with 12 lights rathe r
than o ne. In fact , the plainer the orig inal treatment of the hi storic building, the more importan t
the grid of sash lights is to estab li shing an architec tural rhythm for the structure as a whole.
Thi s grid of g lass panes was made possible by a
mo lded and rabbeted wooden me mbe r called the
muntin bar, whic h allowed the assembly of these
multiple lights into a sash. The muntin bar was
transferred from the casement window to the new
vertically sliding sash window that was developed
in seventeenth-century Holla nd. Introduced into
the American Co lonies via Eng land in the earl y
eighteenth cent ury, the hung-sash window quickl y
became and still cont inues to be the dominant
window type in the United S tates. Most of the
o lde r examp les of these windows remaining today
contain multipl e glass lights, and, of course,
muntin bars.
However, nothing las ts foreve r. So whe n it
becomes time to upgrade these windows, the
modern reversal of the economics of g lazing,
from o ne supporting mu ltiple sash lights to one
fa voring a si ngle light of double glazing, must be
addressed. When dealing with hi storic bu ild ings,
the retention of hi stori c charac te r may depend on
the maintena nce of the seemingl y lowly muntin .
Many building owners and their arc hitects have
been grappli ng with thi s issue for the las t generati on. During that time a numbe r of techniques
ha ve been developed that alte mptto ac hieve a
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symbiosis between the appearance of the historic
muntin bar and the demands of the modem
window.
When replacing historic mUltiple-pane windows,
this conflict usually reduces to a single overriding
need: the provision of a double-glazed prime
window to improve the thermal performance of
the window opening, along with either a real or
simulated muntin grid to maintain the historic
appearance of the window. If we focus on the
prime window itself, leaving the discussion of
separate storm windows to others, three basic
approaches typically have been undertaken to
achieve this goal:
• Applied muntins on double-glazed single lights
• True muntins with an integral interior "piggyback" storm
• True muntins with double-glazed multiple lights
Applied Muntins

The applied muntin is actually a simulation of the
real thing consisting of a fabricated grid attached
on either the interior or exterior or both faces of
what is otherwise essentially a standard, modem,
insulated-glass window. This solution has been
tried on both wooden and aluminum replacement
windows with varying results.
The wood window industry has long been
attaching a fabricated wooden grid on the interior
side of insulated-glass windows as a solution to
the muntin problem. However, this looks quite
unnatural, and does not satisfy the desire for an
authentic appearance on the public face of the
building, where the full effect of the all the
divided-light windows taken together is experienced. The aluminum window industry's initial
response to this issue was to fabricate an aluminum grid of edge-spacer extrusions, color anodize
it, and sandwich it between the panes of the
insulated glass. Here again, however, the look
has been universally adjudged to be visually
unacceptable, because it produces none of the
characteristics of modulation and shadow inherent
in a true muntin grid.
In order to take advantage of the Preservation
Tax Incentive Program or through other prompting by historic preservation interests, initial
V-26

attempts were made in the late 1970s and early
1980s, first with wooden windows and later with
aluminum windows, to provide an exterior muntin
grid over the single pane of sealed insulating glass
replacement sash.
Both mechanically-attached and glued-on exterior
wooden grids were attempted on a few replacement wood window projects on historic buildings.
However, these solutions were quickly abandoned
when these grids rapidly failed and began falling
off the windows through a combination of rapid
weathering of the thin wood and failure of either
the adhesion or connections. Although it might
have been possible to make some longevity
improvements in the adhered system, it seemed
unlikely that it could have been extended to
match the life expectancy of the windows themselves.
Much better success was achieved on aluminum
windows with the innovation of a floating aluminum grid on the exterior face of the sealedinsulating-glass panel. Central to this concept has
been the standard industry practice in commercial-grade aluminum windows of providing a
receptor channel in the sash which accepts
insulating glass 7/8 or 1 inch thick. However, if
some of that depth is given over to a fabricated
aluminum grid, the grid can be placed in the
receptor channel along with an insulating-glass
panel of reduced thickness. Thus a grid of 3/8 or
112 inch depth can be mounted against the
exterior face of a panel of 1/2 or 5/8 inch thick
insulating glass.
This system has several desirable results. Other
than the two simulated muntin extrusions required, no other modification needs to be made to
the basic window of many manufacturers to
achieve a reasonable approximation of an exterior
muntin grid. In addition, although the grid is
firmly attached to the window, there is no glued
or hardware attachment of the grid to the window
itself. Thus, those failure modes are eliminated.
Other failure of the muntin grid is minimized
because it is firmly pinned at its joints and is of
prefinished aluminum like the rest of the window
extrusions. With detailing for proper drainage,
keeping water out the joints is also not an issue.
One technical criticism of this system has been
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the perception that dirt would collect between
the grid and glass and lead to streaking of the
glass. Although this sounds plausible, in practice it has not proven to be a problem.
Probably, the earliest installation of this sort was
in the rehabilitation of the former Suffolk Manufacturing Company buildings in Lowell, Massachusetts, in 1983 where 900 hundred replacement
windows using this exterior aluminum muntin grid
were installed. I The technical success and visual
acceptance of this system on many historic
building rehabilitation projects is represented by
the many installations of its kind in ensuing years.

It is possible to increase the apparent depth of the
muntin bars in the muntin grid system by combining it with a matching grid between the panes of
the insulated glass. However, as normally
adapted to standard aluminum windows, it is not
possible to incorporate an interior muntin grid as
well because of insufficient sliding clearance
between the lower sash and the glass surface of
the upper sash.
Recently, the wood window industry has come up
with more stable designs for an exterior applied
muntin over sealed, insulating glass. Mass market
wood windows have long since taken a page from
the aluminum window and offered a thin extruded
exterior aluminum cladding over the wood. The
problem of the wooden muntin grid has been
solved similarly, by adapting an aluminum muntin
grid that is adhered to the exterior glass face with
double-faced tape containing a waterproof
adhesive. To this may be added both a betweenthe-panes non-conductive grid and an interior
wooden grid to maximize the interior and exterior
illusion of authenticity. Perhaps the primary
functional disadvantage of these glued-on muntins
is window breakage. Not only must the replacement cost of a full sash-sized panel of sealed
insulating glass be borne, but also the cost (and
supply headache) of a new exterior grid.
Inherent in all these applied-muntin systems is
that they remain as layers over a continuous piece
of glass that, in spite of the modulation of the
grid, still reflects each "pane" identically. Along
with the flawless float glass of which they are
made, these windows impart none of the essential
reflective variation and play of light characteristic

of a true divided-light window. The only way to
achieve this is, of course, to retain the true
structural muntin in the new window.

True Muntins with an Integral Interior Storm
One way to retain the significant characteristics
imparted by a true-divided-light window in a
double-glazed prime window is to combine a
single-glazed window of true-multiple-light sashes
with a single-light glazing panel mounted directly
to each sash. This so called "piggyback" storm
window is a double-glazing idea that goes back to
the early twentieth century, before the advent of
sealed insulating glass. In more recent decades,
this technique has been offered in the windows of
at least two national wood window manufacturers, in one case mounted on the inside face of the
prime window and in the other, on the outside.
In the case of a divided-light sash, the use of an
exterior piggyback panel covers and negates any
contribution of the true divided-light window to
the public, exterior character of the building.
Although this location is better with regard to the
performance of the window, it is visually inferior
to an applied exterior-muntin grid.
If the piggyback panel is mounted on the interior
of a true-divided-light replacement window, then
the exterior historic appearance is better preserved on the building's exterior. In a wood
window of this sort, the sash frame is detailed
with a rabbet around the interior perimeter to
receive the panel. The muntins need to be about
114 inch shallower than the sash frame so that the
glazing panel can fit over the muntin grid. The
panel itself is fitted with a perimeter frame of
either vinyl or aluminum with a weatherstrip to
minimize moisture movement and condensation
on the inner face of the outer glass. Connection
of the panel frame to the sash is detail dependent,
but could be face-applied screws, tum-buttons, or
lever-actuated pawls. Sash locks are somewhat
problematic with interior piggyback panels, since
the panel mounted inside the upper sash occupies
the space at the center of the exterior meeting rail
assigned for the catch of a cam or draw lock. It
is necessary to either mount a lock at each end of
the meeting rail or let a lever or draw-bolt device
into the rail face instead.
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In the late 1980s the single-glazed, true dividedlight window with an interior piggyback panel was
adapted to a custom-built aluminum window for
an historic building rehabilitation project of over
500 windows. This entirely new window for the
rehabilitation of the Boott Cotton Mills in Lowell,
Massachusetts, broke with prevalent aluminum
window design precedent. 2 Since the muntin grid
defined true divided lights for the exterior glazing,
the detailing of that grid was not materially
different from that of a wooden window. The
muntins were functionally reversed, however, so
that the window is glazed from the interior. Each
pane is set in its muntin grid with a silicone
sealant and a continuous vinyl snap cover over
the tongue of the muntin extrusion.
The aluminum-edged and weatherstripped
piggyback glazing panel for this window is fitted
into top and bottom receptor channels that are
part of the sash-rail extrusions. Tum buttons
fasten the panel into the rabbet extruded in the
sash stiles. The top and bottom sash interlock
and weather seal when closed, so the locking
device need only be provided by a rotating bar
within the hollow meeting rail extrusions.
This design maintained the historic 5/8 inch width
and exterior appearance of the original wood
windows' muntin bars, while also recreating the
slightly skewed relationship and the ensuing
variety of reflections that only individual glass
lights can convey to a window. To my knowledge, this window remains a unique occurrence
for any aluminum replacement of a double-hung,
true divided-light wooden window.
True Muntins with Double-Glazed Multiple
Lights

The visually successful use of true divided lights
with sealed insulating glass in historic window
replacement projects has been achieved only
infrequently because of the relatively wide
minimum width required by both the wood and
aluminum window industries for the muntin bars.
Both kinds of manufacturers have generally
restricted their guarantees for such windows to
those having muntin widths of about 1-1/2 inches.
This, of course, is far too wide to be acceptable
for the vast majority of historic window replaceV-28

ment projects. However, in a few cases, this
proscription has been set aside and significantly
narrower muntin widths developed for both wood
and aluminum windows. While these muntins
cannot be reduced near the muntin widths typical
of six or higher light sash, widths closer to the
original sizes of two and even four light sash have
been successfully achieved.
In the early 1980s in Lowell, three projects were
developed where original single glazed windows
containing two or four light sash with muntin bars
of 3/4 or 7/8 inch width were replaced with new
windows containing sealed-insulating glass in the
same configuration with muntin bars of only 1 or
1-l/8 inch width. 3 In all three cases the new
windows were also increased in sash depth from
1-3/8 or 1-l/2 inch to 1-3/4 inch to help increase
the stiffness of the muntins in supporting the
insulating glass. In addition, the thickness of the
insulating glass was decreased from the standard
5/8 inch width in most similar situations to just
7/16 inch by using thinner edge spacers and glass
widths.
Using a muntin tongue width of only 1/4 inch was
also an important part of the detailing scheme
where the industry standard would otherwise be
about 1/2 inch. This tongue width is maintained
as the wood window industry's standard in large
part to provide the fastener width needed for the
nail or staple attachment of the wooden glass
stops universally used to fix the pane in the
muntin grid. However, if a traditional puttyglazing system is used instead, this nailing thickness is unneeded.
Using glazing putty presents another problem,
however. Traditional putties with a linseed oil
binder are potentially chemically incompatible
with the elastomeric edge sealing compounds
used for the insulating glass. Although these
windows were traditionally putty glazed, to
remove the remote chance that a chemical
reaction between the glazing putty and insulatingglass edge sealant would break that seal, a thin
bead of compatible sealant was laid in the angle
between the tongue and the face of the insulated
glass and allowed to set before the glazing putty
was applied. Other installation methods could
also be used, but in any case none of these
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insulating-glass units have yet failed after almost
fifteen years and the window units remain sound.
The result is that the advantages of sealed
insulating glass along with the visual contributions
of true divided lights, and muntin bars reasonably
close to their expected historic widths, were
combined. The alternative of using industry
standards for the muntin design would have been
visually detrimental to these historic buildings.
A similar result has also been achieved with
aluminum windows, where standard assumptions
for the muntin bar of true divided-light windows
containing sealed insulating glass were rethought
with an eye toward minimizing the width of the
muntin bar. Perhaps the first time this result was
achieved occurred on Building 149 at the
Charlestown (Massachusetts) Navy Yard in 19851986, where single-glazed steel industrial sash
with a muntin bar of 718 inch width were replaced
with a custom-designed aluminum window
containing a muntin bar of with a similar cove
profile only 1-1/16 inch wide.4
The muntin system developed for this project
was reduced to this width by replacing the
standard cast-plastic thermal break normally
located between the butts of adjacent insulatingglass panels with insulated spacers behind the
glass edges. In addition, instead of the snap-on
glazing stops often used in these situations, a
screw-on interior stop was developed that was
held to the width of the muntin bar. The tongue
of the tee-shaped muntin was only about 1/8 inch
wide, still leaving about 15/32 inch on each side
to receive the edge of the 3/4 inch thick insulating
glass along with additional thermal-isolation strips
which also served as glass spacers.

Conclusion
Proven approaches and techniques for recreating
the authentic look and feel of historic multiplelight windows in combination with unobtrusive
prime-window double glazing do exist. However
they usually require special consideration on the
part of building owners and architects to achieve
results that adequately capture the subtle characteristics such windows impart to historic buildings. If these characteristics are to be maintained
in the new window systems, it is necessary for
those involved in such projects to understand and
apply the existing methods for achieving these
ends, and to work toward improving these
systems and developing newer ones so as to
continue the work of preserving the essence of
our legacy of historic architecture.

Notes
I Charles Parrott, Windows -A/lOnunun Replacemelu Windows
with Sea/ed IlL'iu/atioll Glass wldTrape-&idaI Mluuin Grid'i.
PreseJvation Tech Notes: Windows, Number 13 (Washington. D.C:
U.S. Departmentofthe Interior. National Park Service. 1985).

2 Charles Parrott, Alwllill1111l Replacement Windows with True
Divided liglus, Imerior Piggyback Stonn Panels, wld Exposed
Histone Woodell Frames. PreselVation Tech Notes: Windows.
Number 18 (Washington. D.C: U.S. Department ofthe Interior,
National P.dfk Service. 1991).

J The three buildings were the Old Market House, rehabilitated
in 1981. the Derby Building. rehabilitated in 1981, and the LawrenceWentworth House, partial window rehabilitation in 1983. Forthe
Lawrence-Wentworth House. see Charles Parrott, Replacemem
WlXxien Sash wld Frames with Insulating Glass wld Imegral MwuillS.
PreseJvation Tech Notes: Windows. Number6 (Washington. D.C:
U.S. Department of the Interior. National Park SelVice. 1984).

.j Charles Fisher,Alwllilllull Replacememsfor Steelltldustrial
Sash PreselVation Tech Notes: Windows,Number 12 (Washington,
D.C: U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 1986).

This system structurally supports a four by four
light window unit of approximately 10 inch by 15
inch panes. If used on smaller double-hung
window sash, this system could be reduced from
1-1/16 to 718 inch wide, thus allowing its use on
two-light replacement sash where original muntin
bars were 3/4 to 718 inch wide.
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RESTORATION OF BRONZE WINDOWS AT THE
NEW JERSEY STATE HOUSE ANNEX

Anne E. Webel; AlA
Senior Associate
Ford Farewell Mills and Catsch Architects
Princeton, New Jersey

The New Jersey State House Annex, completed
in 193 1, was designed to take full advantage of
daylighting for the 165,000 square feet of offices,
courtrooms, museum spaces, and library spaces
within it. It is an H-shaped building planned
aro und a double-loaded corridor. Each II '-5-1/4"
bay of the structure has a 6 foot by 8 foot
window that extends from the sill , about 30
inches above the floor, to the ceiling. The
placement and size of the windows allows the
greatest amount of light possible to be admitted
into each space. In addition , office areas include
a glazed door with a glazed transom opposite
each window, allowing light to penetrate into the
corridor and providing natural ventilation in a
building where state employees spent the
summer working without air conditioning.
The Windows
The standard window in the above-grade floors
of the Annex is a pair of double-hung four-overfour bronze windows . Each sash is weighted
and balanced, with all the weights on the outer
edges of the pair. The weights, which wou ld
ordinarily be in the center mullion, are connected
to the sash with chains that run up through the
center mullion and across the top of the window
on pulleys. This elaborate scheme permitted the
center mullion to be very narrow. There are
approxi mately 350 of these windows in the
building.
The window frames are constructed of bent
heavy gauge bronze over a steel subframe
combined with bronze channe ls and angles. The

bronze sections interlock and are fastened with
bronze screws and bolts. These are clipped to
the steel sections at the jambs. The entire center
mullion is constructed of structural bronze
shapes. The bronze sill is supported by a steel
sub-sill. At the jambs and head, the sash ride in
narrow slots formed by the bent bronze and the
structural shapes. Bronze weatherstripping is an
integral part of each jamb and head.
The sash are stamped from 1/8 inch sheet
bronze . The main opening for the glass is
punched out, and a bent bron ze "z" is attached to
the exterior of this frame , formi ng a rabbet to
receive the glass . The muntins are composed of
interlocking hat-shaped bronze channels, which
form recesses corresponding to the rabbet at the
main sash frame. The glass is set into these
recesses and held in place with glazing compound and a bronze cover strip screwed to the
center of the hat channel. The fl at cover strip is
on the interior, and the center recess of the hat
channel is exposed at the exterior. The meeting
rails and bottom rails are re inforced with bronze
U-shaped extrusions. At the meeting rails
interlocking weatherstripping seal s the window,
and at the bottom rail a spring strip combined
with an exterior sweep keep out the elements.
Jamb weatherstripping is integral to the jamb
construction.
Each pair of sash has a lock, a handle at the
bottom rail of the upper sash at the exterior, a lift
bar formed by the bottom rail reinforcing, and
two lever handles at the bottom rail that help get
the sash moving. These two levers hinge on a
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screw in the bottom rail and lift against the head
of a screw placed in the bronze sill. If this lever
acted directly against the bronze sill it would dent
it or scratch it. Some windows also have a pole
socket in the top rail of the upper sash and, at
very high windows, in the top rail of both sash.
Some windows also have small cleats or knobs
on the mullions for securing blinds. Every
window in the Annex, with the exception of the
five windows in the conference room of the
Court of Errors and Appeals, had Venetian blinds
originally, but not all have the bronze cleats.

The windows in 1990 were 60 years old. but
generally in good condition. They required
repairs to make them operable, weatherproofing,
and refinishing or removal of corrosion. Only six
of the large upper floor windows had been
replaced with louvers in a 1960s air conditioning
effort, and most of the sash had actually been
saved. The frames, however, had been completely removed. At the basement, where the
original windows were bronze six-over-six single
double hungs, there was a variety of conditions
of missing and altered windows and sash.

Because the windows were used for ventilation
as well as daylighting, many windows, especially
in original office spaces, were equipped with
what the architects called "ventilation hoppers."
These were glass sheets in bronze frames set on
an angle at the window sill that deflected air
upwards when the lower sash was open, limiting
drafts on a seated person or on a work surface.
The bronze frames allowed the angle of the glass
sheet to be adjusted from about 20 degrees off
the sash to completely vertical. The frames
were screwed to the bronze mullions, and there
was one set at each sash.

The Legislature agreed that the goal of the work
should be to restore the windows to their 1931
appearance.

The Problem
By the mid 1980s the State of New Jersey was
well along in the process of rehabilitating its
Capitol Complex, of which the State House
Annex is a major part. It is the largest and
newest building in the Complex, and, until 1990,
was not listed in the State or National Registers.
The rehabilitation work began with the State
House Legislative Wings; a budget was established for the work there and at the Annex.
Because the Annex was newer, in better condition than the State House, and perceived as less
significant than the State House, it was planned
and budgeted to have only a minimal rehabilitation - just enough to provide comfort and safety
to the office workers and to provide meeting
space for Legislative committees. The windows,
the exterior, and many other significant historic
elements would have to wait. Fortunately, in
1990, the Legislature reconsidered this decision,
and allowed the budget for the Annex to be
increased to include restoration of major historic
elements such as the windows and a significant
upgrade to office facilities.
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Analysis and Survey
Armed with this goal, the architects set out to
establish the condition of each window and to
determine the original finish and appearance of
the windows.
To determine the original finish and appearance,
an architectural conservator, Building Conservation Associates (BCA), was retained. Building
Conservation Associates perfonned testing at
both the interior and exterior of the sash and on
exposed areas of the original patinated finish.
The original finish at the exterior was determined
to be a dark terra cotta-like color patination and
a similar, less red, finish was found at the interior.
These results surprised many members of the
team and the owner, but were corroborated by
early photos of the building and by similar
finishes identified on exterior light standards.
Shortly after the completion of this testing, the
steel windows at the Empire State Building, a
contemporary of the Annex, were analyzed and
restored to their original color, a very similar redbrown.
The exterior finish was covered with layers of
corrosion, and the frames and sash were essentially black in color. Some green corrosion was
evident at the lower sections of the jambs and
mullions in areas of splashing from the stone sills.
BCA detennined that the original patina at the
exterior could be exposed by removing the
corrosion layers with a strong alkaline solution,
such as Heavy Duty Paint Remover or Masonry
Pre-Wash.
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At the interior, two basic conditions existed:
painted bronze frames and sash, and frames and
sash with varying degrees of deterioration of the
original finish. Here BCA determined that while
it would be unlikely to be able to conserve the
original finish at the painted windows, the other
finishes, except those most severely deteriorated,
could be recaptured through mechanical or
solvent cleaning, spot repatination, and lacquering.
Concurrent with this testing, the architects
surveyed every window in the Annex to determine its condition, establish the level of intervention required, and inventory all hardware and
accessories. The survey was carried out
primarily by one individual, Jennifer Stark, who
spent days going through the building with stacks
of survey forms she created that allowed her to
record all missing or damaged hardware, including the number of missing screws in the frames,
the condition of the window and the finish, the
condition of the glass, and the condition of the
hoppers, if present. The exterior conditions were
generally the same throughout the building. At
the interior, the finish was evaluated visually to
determine if it could be conserved or whether it
had to be replicated. At some windows the
original finish had been completely stripped, and
at others it had been partially stripped, leaving a
strange appearance of dark and light whorls
where the partially-stripped finish corroded
differentially.
Also at this time the architects selected one
window for detailed analysis, and dismantled the
frame to expose all of the framing, supports, and
mechanisms described above. This window was
carefully documented for use in detailing
weatherstripping and replacement window
solutions. The architects, attempting to remove
the glass from one of the stored sash, determined
that the high cement content of the glazing
compound made this impossible without breaking
the glass. It was therefore decided that only
broken or damaged glass would be replaced.

The Solution - Theory
In 1991 the architects presented their recommendations for restoration of the windows to the
New Jersey Building Authority (NJBA), the

agency charged with administering the project
for the Legislature. These recommendations
called for conserving the red-brown patina at the
exterior of the windows and undertaking a
combination of conservation and replication of
finishes at the interior. The recommendations
also included replacement of broken and missing
glass, replacement of missing hardware, and
consolidation and restoration of the existing
hoppers, using all new glass deflectors for safety
reasons. In order to evaluate the feasibility of
the repair process and to determine a project
budget, two different metal restoration firms,
AMR from Washington, D.C., and Stuart Dean
from Philadelphia, were selected to perform
interior and exterior mock-Ups.
Specifications were prepared for the work,
although both firms were allowed to modify the
processes and experiment with different options,
as long as clear records were kept. One of the
deliverables of the mock-ups was a complete
description of the processes and materials used.
Both samples were relatively successful and
satisfactory, although the red color at the exterior
proved to be difficult, but not impossible, to
retrieve. The results allowed the architects to
refine the processes specified to arrive at one
that was feasible in a large construction setting.
After review of the mock-ups and the budget,
the Building Authority determined that the
exterior work would not be included in the
project. The primary reason for this was the
demonstrated inability of the State to perform
maintenance. After a period of 10 or 15 years
without maintenance, the windows would revert
to the black color. As long as the corrosion was
not threatening the soundness of the windows,
which it did not appear to be, the NJBA determined that restoring the windows to a coloration
that would not be permanent without good
maintenance was not a wise use of money.
Exterior work would be confined to re-caulking
between the metal and the stone, and cleaning
the bronze work. Weatherstripping was also not
included in the final project, since dismantling of
the window had shown that new
weatherstripping could only be installed if all
window sash were removed and all jambs
opened up. The Building Authority did not wish
to pursue this additional work. Since analysis
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also detennined that the building complied with
the New Jersey Energy Code without the
installation of stonn windows, none were installed.
After completion of the mock-ups, the architects
produced a schedule itemizing the work at each
window, including shuffling hoppers around the
building. New HVAC equipment at some
windows interfered with re-installation of some
hoppers at their original locations. In addition,
details for the replacement windows were
developed. The new windows would not be
operable, but would exactly match the existing
original windows in appearance, including details
such as the number of screws in the sash and
mullions.

Selection of the Contractor
The restoration of the windows was a part of the
larger restoration of the Annex under the
supervision of a construction manager. Special
legislation passed for the restoration of the State
House complex pennitted the construction
manager to pre-qualify bidders and to solicit and
award contracts on the merits of a proposal
rather than solely on low price. For the window
restoration, bidders were qualified prior to
submitting a proposal, and a finish sample was
submitted by each bidder with the bid. The work
was awarded to AMR of Washington, D.C., who
submitted both the low bid and a satisfactory
sample.

The Solution - Practice
As with any large-scale restoration, the actuality
of the construction does not always accord with
the theory, and coordination with other trades in
the areas became an almost overwhelming
problem.
Refinishing the windows was a messy job. It
involved a lot of labor - two men per window at
a given time - and a lot of solvents, many of
which smelled quite bad. In the contract documents the contractor was given the option of
stripping windows chemically or mechanically.
AMR chose a combination of the two, primarily
using solvents applied with Scotchbrite pads.
The repatination involved ammonium sulfide,
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which smells like rotten eggs, and whenever
possible this work was done over weekends or
late in the day when fewer workers were at the
site. The lacquers also had a strong odor, despite
complying with the New Jersey V.O.C. requirements.
There was a climate control unit below almost
every window, therefore the window work
always conflicted with the heating and cooling
work. The windows also suffered significant
damage from the paint stripping process that
occurred around them. Paint stripper residue sat
on the bronze work, damaging the finish. In
addition, a piece of painted metal trim at each
window fell into the crack between the painting
contract and the window contract, leading to
repair occurring at the end of the job when the
windows all had their final finish. Extensive
plaster residue also fell on the windows from
surrounding work. While AMR tried to protect
the windows, any protection erected was quickly
taken down by the other trades.
The scope of work based on the architects'
visual evaluation of the suitability of each
window for conservation of the finish required
field changes, leading to an increase in project
scope and cost. The prime culprit in this was
tape. Wherever tape had been applied to a
window, it corroded the finish to a degree where
it could not be reclaimed and an unifonn overall
appearance could not be achieved. Approximately 20 additional windows had to be stripped
and repatinated because of this.
Conservation of the original interior patina,
although generally successful, did not result in an
even and unifonn finish. To create a relatively
unifonn appearance, a lightly pigmented lacquer
was substituted for the clear lacquer specified.
This darkened the windows overall, but gave
them a relatively unifonn appearance very
similar to the original.
Finding a fabricator for the new bronze windows
took substantial effort. The fabricator originally
proposed by the contractor eventually declined to
do the job. The contractor located a defense
contractor who was not busy at that time and
was willing to take on the job. Although the
contract documents called for extensive shop
drawings for these windows, these were never
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provided. Instead, the contractor elected to
construct a small-scale, operable, stainless steel
mock-up for approval. Based upon this sample,
the window frames were fabricated and installed, and after some adjustments to the sills,
were a great success.

Conclusion
Restoration of the more than 350 pairs of bronze
windows at the New Jersey State House Annex
was completed in February 1995. All of the
historic windows operate, over 2,000 new brass
screws have been installed and patinated, and
the new windows are not discernable from the
originals except under close inspection. One of
the greatest successes has been the window
hoppers, which are in such great demand by the
occupants that the Legislature has been moving
them around the building and has had additional
hoppers fabricated to keep people happy.
The project was successful in meeting the goals
of the Legislature. From the outside all of the
windows retain their integrity, and at the inside
the original finishes contribute substantially to the
authenticity of the interiors. At office and
meeting spaces, the large daylight contribution
from these windows helps to lower the amount
of artificial lighting required, making retention of
these windows an economic as well as aesthetic
al ternati ve.
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ALUMINUM WINDOWS: DEMAND MORE;
DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS

1. Samuel Wharton
Consultalll
Fenestra
Portland, Maine

With alu minum you get... free installation; a free
storm door with a color embossed, hot pink
flamingo; windows that ti lt, swivel and ... they' li
virtuall y clean themselves ... they' II cut you r
heating bill in half. Hey! if you'll sign acontTact
today, installation is free and we' ll send yo u and
you r fa mily to Disney World. Thi s is the sleazy
stereotypical view of aluminum, of the products
extruded from it, and of the people who produce
and purvey it. Unfortunate ly, while much of
what has been done with refined bauxite in the
historical window replacement market place
smacks of suede shoes and double knit suits, in
fairnes s a good deal that has been done does not.
Indeed, ifproper front-end demands are made,
aluminum replacement of historic fenestration
need not follow the storied path that travels from
door to door.
While it is easy to label and to ridicule the
stereotype, this condemnation discounts the
efforts of a few manufacturers who over the past
15 years have worked with architects, preservation officials, and consultants to develop sensitive
and creative solutions to the demands of preservation projects. Derision, often felt if not uttered,
obscures the fact that some of the blame for
inappropriate solutions lies with the architects,
preservation officials, and consultants. Because
designers are not well educated to the possibilities
of the alu minum industry, they fai l to demand
custom, out-of-catalogue responses.
While the aluminum industry is largely comprised
of companies that produce low end products,
managed by those who desire to sell what su its

them, some companies ha ve worked to create
responsive accessories and, for the right project,
are willing to produce entirely new product lines.
Once the manufacturing possibilities are understood, it is possible to move beyond tl,e process
of design and review that has encouraged failure.
Failure- i.e., unacceptable window replacements
-has been fostered by the self perpetuating
assumption that li ttle can be expected of aluminum manufacturers; over the past 15 years too
many projects ha ve accepted that off-the-rack
products with green paint are the best that can be
hoped for.
In contrast, successful aluminum replacement
proj ects have taken advantage of what has
become an exciting evol utionary process in the
aluminum industry. In the early I 980s, everything
in aluminum was anodized (clear or colored) or
was painted with bronze finishe s meant to
emulate color anodizing. Most projects "panned
over" the wood windows' brick molds and
frames with box-shaped brake metal or, occasionally, with box-shaped ex trusions. The existing
wood frames were buried under metal that often
was attached with exposed fasteners and punctuated with lines of unsightly caulking. Sight lines
were heavy. Round tops we re filled with semicircldar chu nks of loca lly purchased sheet metal
with a different colored " bronze" fini sh. Muntins
we re bands of metal between the li ghts of an
insulating unit or, in some cases, were mimicked
by tape applied to the interior or exterior. The
product was residential in quality and universally
unattractive and unresponsive.
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Early demands upon the aluminum manufacturers sought a more sensitive alternative to the box
pan shape that buried the existing frames and
masked the decorative perimeter brick mold. An
early success was achieved at the United States
Military Academy at West Point, New York. The
architects demanded a custom extrusion that
replicated the existing perimeter treatment. The
results were revolutionary. An aluminum window
manufacturer produced an extruded receiver that
created shadow, depth, and lines reminiscent of
the original articulated wood, although it still
increased the sight line. The West Point projects
are worthy of note because the designers took
aluminum replacement windows to another level
by demanding more of the industry. The demands, however, had to be reiterated in the
submittal process. The low bidder had not taken
the custom nature of the job seriously and bid
standard box shaped. In the words of one of the
West Point architects, "The window manufacturer was dragged kicking and screaming into the
business of historical window replacement."
Ironically, the manufacturer soon determined that
the historic market was profitable, attractive, and
marketable, and quickly and aggressively promoted that success - spurring similar efforts
from its competition.
The early versions of brick mold replication led
to the development of a series of extruded
panning systems from various manufacturers
that were exploded replications of the milled
pieces that bridged the gap between original
wood windows and their adjacent masonry. The
extrusions made no attempt to mimic the shape
of the blind stops that created the track for the
existing wood sash or to minimize sight line
encroachment. The next evolutionary step was
to create pans that reduced sight line intrusion by
mimicking the detailing of the brick mold and
bringing the pan closer to the window frame.
This step in the evolution resulted as much from
competition within the marketplace as it did from
the demands of specific projects. The West Point
success for one manufacturer caught the
attention of another who saw an opportunity to
create an edge for itself in an attractive industry
niche. The panning approach at West Point had
involved an accessory designed to wrap around
the perimeter of the window. This was, and
generally remains, the conventional method of
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installation. However, this method is not flexible
enough to discourage sight line encroachment
and relies on an unsightly caulk joint at the
juncture of window and panning for weathering
purposes.
Competition for a project in Reading, Pennsylvania, prompted a different approach to the panninglbrick mold problem. A system was designed
that enabled the window to be buried more
deeply into a pan that was a separate receiver; the
system reproduced the detail of the original brick
mold and recreated the depth and dimension of
the existing blind stop.
Since these early projects, many manufacturers
have created a myriad of shapes in their attempts
to match historically significant brick molds.
Manufacturers can now make extruded shapes
that faithfully match milled wood and, when
painted, read as wood. Once the fins that characterize aluminum sections are hidden, and the eye
can travel past the replicated brick mold to what
appears to be a blind stop to a glazing bead that
has been extruded to match the angle of putty
glazing, an aluminum replacement window can
pass fairly close scrutiny.
These aluminum systems are most successful
when used as a replacement option for existing
single-light wood windows. In multi-light windows, it is difficult to catch insulating glass with
true divided lights given the requirement of
achieving a thermal break, the requirements of
the insulating glass industry for bite and edge
clearance, and the structural demands for dimensions and thicknesses sufficient to satisfy wind
and dead load requirements. This is not to say
that true muntins are not possible in wood
replication situations, as there have been some
remarkable successes, such as at Boott Cotton
Mill in Lowell, Massachusetts. However, windows much larger that those at Boott Mill would
likely render such an attractive response structurally inadequate.
In situations where sash are too large to accept
the narrowest possible aluminum divider, other
options may be worthy of consideration. Exterior
applied muntins may be visually acceptable when
combined with an articulated internal muntin or
when used in combination with an internal
separator and an interior articulated muntin. The
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suitability of such an approach requires a situation and a product that is deep enough to accept
an insulating unit and a muntin system with depth
and articulation on all surfaces. Unfortunately,
some low end products may not have enough
sash depth to accommodate this approach.
In some windows with original heavy sight lines,
duplication of the dimensions can be more readily
accomplished. This was the case with the copperclad wood muntin on 59 openings at the Boston
Custom House. Because the copper stops were
roll formed metal and the cladding was an
additive process, the existing muntin system did
not exhibit narrow sight lines. An aluminum
solution here worked well as the original configuration could be easily matched with a custom
extruded stop.
Another historic double-hung window characterized by wide divided lights is the type made of
rolled steel. The muntins on these types of
windows were typically 1-3/4 inches to 2-114
inches in sight line. These dimensions are consistent with the size of modem thermally broken
aluminum true muntins. A successful aluminum
replacement has been achieved in the ongoing
window replacement project at the AT&T
headquarters in New York City. New aluminum
windows have been designed with muntins that
match those in the windows of the original 1914
portion of the building as well as those in the
windows of the 1934 addition. These solutions,
required for obtaining the approval of the New
York City Landmarks Commission, were accomplished through customization of standard
contemporary aluminum sections.
The New York City Landmarks Commission was
also instrumental in spurring the development of a
new product line that allowed the replacement of
steel casements with aluminum windows in the
Art Deco buildings along Central Park and
elsewhere in the city. While the standard aluminum sections then available were too heavy, had
no setback to the glass plane, and could not
provide equal sight lines at adjacent fixed and
operable locations, a half-dozen aluminum
manufacturers tooled up to create an entirely new
product that would be acceptable to the Commission. The manufacturers were motivated by the
potential volume of high profile work and the

clarity of the Commission's guidelines. An
interesting footnote to this product development
is that many of the manufacturers have used this
product as much in new construction as in
historic rehabilitation. For both the steel casement
and double-hung window markets, the historic
venue pushed the aluminum industry to create a
better looking product that is highly marketable
outside of that realm.
New products are always possible. One of the
most impressive examples of an entirely new
product is prominent from the Tobin Bridge in
Boston. On a warehouse structure that had been
built with industrial steel windows, an aluminum
manufacturer created what in effect is a delicate
curtain wall with narrow, articulated true divided
lights.
Such successes can only be achieved through a
voluntary cooperative effort with the building
owner, developer, architect, and preservation
officials. The cooperative effort requires that all
of the parties concur that replacement is necessary and that aluminum may be an acceptable
replacement material.
Too often, architects and preservation officials
are prejudiced against aluminum because so much
bad work has been done, and is still executed, in
aluminum. However, given the great strides the
aluminum industry has made in the last 15 years,
bad solutions are inexcusable. It is, therefore, up
to the design/review team to tap the potential of
the aluminum industry with front end marketing
and clear communication of the aesthetic
demands of the projects. These efforts should
then be reinforced by a strong feature driven
specification cross-referenced to a complete set
of details and followed with vigilance through the
submittal process.
Maybe you send the aluminum guy to Florida or
suggest the project could be the stuff of which
Life magazine covers are made. The trip and the
promise of publicity are flippantly suggested, but
a diligent, informed approach will not only
enhance specific projects but will also encourage
continued research and development by a large
block of the windows manufacturing industry.
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WINDOWS AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING
PROJECTS : RETAINING HISTORIC CHARACTER

SharDll C. Park, AlA
Senior Historical Architect
Herillige Preservation Services,
National Park Service
Washington, D. C.

Historic windows can be critical characterdefining components of buildings, and their
retention and reuse is a goal for both preservation and affordable housing. The retention of
hi storic materials imparts a tangible connection to
the past and a sense of pride of place. Historic
windows provide light, air, and a durable quality
retlective of the period of arch itecture and
earlier craftsmanship. The streamlined detailing
of large industrial steel sash in a renovated
factory building imparts a vitality to an apartment
and makes smaller spaces seem large. The bold
wooden mullions and muntins in a school house
are reminiscent of an earlier era and are compatible with the handsome wooden wainscoting
around a classroom, now used for affordable
family housing. The hefty weight yet ease of
operation of a well balanced wooden doublehung window with brass hardware gives a sense
of time, quality and dignity to a small single room
occupancy residence. Existing windows in good
to fair condition can be repaired and upgraded in
a cost-effective manner, and for deteriorated
windows, many manufacturers have developed
replacement units that are compatible with
historic rehabilitation projects.

certified rehabilitation project. In addition, many
affordable hou sing projects have successfully
combined both the Hi storic Rehabilitation Tax
Credit with the Low-Income Housing Tax
Credits to he lp underwrite the cost of the
development.

The National Park Service, as part of the
Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit program, has
certified over 150,000 rehabilitated housing units
in historic buildings. In 1995, over 3,000 new
housing units were created in rehabilitated
buildings for low and moderate income use. The
Hi storic Rehabilitation Tax Credit program
returns to the owner a 20 percent tax credit
based o n the allowable rehabilitation costs of a

Once identified, these character-defining features, such as windows, should be repaired and
upgraded instead of being replaced. As part of a
rehabilitation, it may be necessary to remove
lead-based paint, to add storm windows, or to
rehang windows for egress, but to the extent
possible, the hi storic windows should be retained.
For significant windows that are too deteriorated
to repair, it is important to match the type of

As part of any rehabilitation program, it is
generall y necessary to make changes to a
building to accommodate a new use. Whenever
multiple agencies. funding sources, or organizations are invol ved in reviewing a rehabilitation
project, it is critical to know early in the planning
process who is requiring what. For projects that
wi ll be using federal funds for historic preservation or applying for historic tax credits, it is
important to submit applications and project
information to the State Hi storic Preservation
Office and the National Park Service early in the
planning process in order to ensure that proposed
changes meet the Secretw)' of the Ill terior's
Standards for Rehabilitatioll. The basic
premi se of these Standards, which are used to
evaluate Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit
projects, is to retain the signiticant characterdefining features of a bui lding.
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sash, operability, glass reflectivity, mullion and
muntin proportions and details, and materials
when selecting a replacement window.
For windows that have been previously replaced
with insensitive windows, or are missing all
together because of abandonment, fire, or other
conditions, there is more flexibility in designing a
replacement window. While the Secretary of
the Interior s Standards for Rehabilitation do
not require replication of lost features, they do
require that significant replacement elements
impart the appropriate character to the resource,
even though they may be of contemporary
materials and detailing. The use of snap-in grids
or grills set between dual glazing do not satisfactorily reflect significant historic window configurations and should be avoided. Considerations
for replacement units can be made when it is not
feasible or practical to retain deteriorated historic
windows, but the repair and retention of historic
sash is the preferred approach. With careful
planning, an accurate survey of conditions, and
research into methods of upgrading historic
windows, the retention of historic sash has been
proven to be viable in affordable housing
projects.
Following are discussions of some energy and
code issues encountered in historic rehabilitation
and affordable housing projects. These examples are not intended to be all inclusive or to
present the only approach to an issue. They are
examples of successful approaches to repairing
and upgrading historic windows that meet both
preservation guidelines and energy and code
requirements. Many states also have preservation codes that allow flexibility in the interpretation of other building code requirements for
historic buildings.

Energy
Reduction of Air Infiltration
Stopping air infiltration around loose sash or
perimeter joints is one of the most effective
means of improving energy efficiency in historic
windows. By reducing the number of natural air
exchanges within a building, energy to condition
that air, either by heating or cooling it, will be
saved. Most codes allow existing windows to be
slightly less efficient than new windows. Adding
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weatherstripping where necessary, caulking
perimeter joints, replacing deteriorated sash
putty, adding sash locks to tighten windows, and
adding storm panels or dual glazing are all readily
achievable options for reducing air infiltration in
historic windows and thereby improve their
energy efficiency. If sash weight pockets are
opened, it is possible to add insulation in these
areas, which will also help reduce unwanted air
infiltration.

Dual Glazing Systems
Increasing the mass of any construction material
can increase the energy efficiency of the
material, and adding a second layer of glazing
with an air space in between will help the energy
efficiency of a window. Typically a wooden
window will have an R-value, or resistance
value, of one, which is very inefficient. This
number can be doubled with the addition of a
storm panel, dual glass within the frame, or a
piggy back storm panel. Because an upgraded
historic window with a second layer of glazing
can achieve a similar R-value to a new thermal
replacement unit, it is important to compare cost
and performance of new units versus repaired
units. The labor to remove old windows and to
install new units must be added to the cost of
the new unit, and the environmental impact of
losing a salvageable window must be considered.
In addition, life cycle costs must be considered
because dual-glazed vacuum-sealed panes are
expensive to replace when the seals fail or the
glazing is cracked. Maintenance must also be
considered, particularly for interior storms, which
should be detailed to allow for removal of interior
condensation that may occur on historic sash.
In combination with any retrofit of extremely
large windows, it is important to develop energy
efficient heating and cooling systems for the
building as well. It is unrealistic to expect the
upgrades in windows to provide the primary
source of improved energy efficiency. For
example, insulating a masonry wall can provide
thermal resistance factors 10 to 15 times that of
dual glazing.

Reducing Solar Gain or Heat Loss
Other historically appropriate treatments that can
make historic windows more energy efficient
include the use of operable awnings on south and
west exposures, shutters or blinds, and interior
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curtains. Planting deciduous trees on southern
elevations can increase solar gain when the
winter sun is low and provide shade when the
summer sun is high.

Building Codes
Residential building codes impact both historic
preservation and affordable housing projects.
While each state, federal agency, funding
institution, and jurisdiction has its own set of
building codes or guidelines, the following
reflects general trends in affordable housing.
Most building codes have provisions for historic
buildings that allow variances and waivers when
the intent of the code can be met in alternative
ways. Codes and guidelines for lead-safe
housing, emergency egress, light and ventilation,
sound reduction, and lift weights are some of the
more common requirements for windows in
housing. Most of the following examples are
based on written codes, such as the Building
Officials & Code Administrators International ,
Inc. (BOCA).

Lead-safe Windows
Most housing for low and moderate income
families with small children is subject to requirements for the management of lead dust if not the
removal of all lead-based paint from friction and
chewable surfaces, such as double-hung sash
and projecting interior window sills. Generally
historic sash and sills can be wet-sanded or
chemically stripped of paint to eliminate the
hazard of deteriorating lead-based paint. In
moderately to seriously deteriorated sash, it is
often more cost-effective to replace the sash, but
in almost all cases, wooden frames can be
preserved. Where sash are replaced, significant
windows should be matched in all visual details
and materials.

Lift Weight of Sash
In some housing for the elderly, building codes
may stipulate a reduction of the amount of
pressure required to lift a window sash, often
limiting that pressure to five pounds. This is hard
to accomplish with existing large double-hung
windows, particularly if there is a large build-up
of paint or they have not been maintained.
Operation of these windows can often be eased
by removing paint build-up at the jambs, replac-

ing the parting bead, and, if necessary, by
increasing the counter-balanced weights. Often
old rope sash cords must be replaced with more
durable nylon cords or metal chains. Weight
pockets are opened up and additional metal disks
added to existing weights to increase the
counter-balance.

Sound Reduction
Some housing authorities may require a reduction
of sound transmission for housing located near
railroads or highways. In many cases, sound can
be reduced by tightening loose-fitting windows
with weatherstripping, sash repair, and sash
locks. Implementing methods to reduce air
infiltration and adding a storm panel or dual
glazing can also reduce sound transmission.

Emergency Egress
Most residential codes require at least two
means of egress from a living unit, with sleeping
spaces having a means of direct access to the
exterior. While egress dimensions may vary by
state or building type, the BOCA code includes
typical requirements for residential fire emergency egress. It requires that window sills not
be higher than 44 inches (1lSmm) above the
floor, that there be a minimum net clear opening
of 5.7 square feet (0.53m2) with a minimum net
clear height of 24 inches (61 Omm) and a minimum net clear opening width of 20 inches
(50Smm). Often the operability of windows in
bed chambers must be modified to meet minimum requirements. For example, the change
from mid-point pivot hinges to awning hinges in
the metal sash shown in Figure I allowed a
larger opening for egress.

Light and Ventilation
All residential units require natural light and
ventilation. Many of these requirements can be
combined with those for artificial light and
mechanical ventilation, but allli ving units must
have some natural glazing that opens onto
exterior courts, balconies, or yards. The general
requirement is that glazing be proportional to the
amount of square footage in a residence. For
example, the BOCA code calls for the exterior
glazing area to be not less than S percent of the
floor area. If new openings must be added to
meet that requirement they must be inserted in
such a way as to preserve the historic character
of the building. It is difficult to add new window
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openings to primary or highly designed elevations. Often in factory or industrial buildings,
simple new openings can be added into party
walls or undesigned secondary walls. New
openings, however, should not be detailed to
appear as historic openings.
Conclusion
Rehabilitation projects can meet the goals of
historic preservation and affordable housing.
The National Park Service actively advocates
for affordable housing through its administration
of the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit Program. Through this program, thousands of
affordable housing units have been created in
historic buildings that have retained their historic
windows and their historic character. Developers who have undertaken multiple projects
confinn that retaining and upgrading historic
windows is cost effective for many projects.
When repair has not been possible, manufacturers and suppliers have been willing to work with
architects to provide compatible new windows.
The program includes the flexibility to address
the important, and often difficult, issues described here, and the result is affordable housing
in buildings that retain their unique historic
character.
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Figure 1n.

Figure lb.
Figllre I. Energy. The rolled steel sllsh ;11 111;s vacalIl c/lOcolate factory \Vere a major hilldrance to its
cOl/verS;OIlIO affordable hOI/sing (see fa). The large size afthe openings. the sil/gle gl(l:;lIg. tlte cold metal

frall/es, 'he pivot (lcrioll of the operable sash, and air iI{/illrorioll arol/nd poorly closing sash all added to the
Ileedfor energy improvements.

The original steel sash were repaired alld a second inferior window system 1V1IS added. Tlte paint build-lip
was removed aI/DIVing the sash 10 fit belter ill 'he frames. The perimeter masonry joints were calilked. (Ind the
pivot willdow sash was changed 10 a lOp-hinged ollllVordly opening (llIIlIillg willdoll~ This modification.
which did 1101 alrer the industrial character of the lVindolll, aI/~IVed all illterior window assembly to be
constructed within (he masomy opel/ing.
The lIew imerior window system more than doubled the R-I'alue oj the historic window. The new lVi1ldow
system \Vas a sliding glass thermal unit designed to reflect the three-parr divisioll oj the historic bllllk of
u'll/dows (see /b). The llllerior sliding sash. ShOll'11 ill a parlially open positioJl. aI/oil's access to the
hardware TO operate (he historic sash al/d to provide natural velllilati01I. Th e lira gla:illg ullits are separated
by woode1l stops Thor act as a thermal break to stop the transJer of heat Through the metal sash. The retrofitted
awning windows comply lVith emergency eg ress requiremellls. Photo: COl/rte,\'y Pellllsylv{lIIia Hi.\"IOrical alld
Museum Commission.
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Figure 2. Lead-based paim. The significant Victoriall two-aver-two double-hullg willdow sash in (his
affordable hOllsing project were serioIlsly delerior{l(ed alld could 1101 sllrvive off-site chemical stripping. They
were replaced with new custom milled wooden sash ser ill rhe old frames. The replacemenr sash were jiffed
JIIirh illslliating glass palle/sfor th eJromJacade windows. A vinyl jamb liller isolated rhe new sashfrol1llhe
pahlfed lVoodell historic fra mes, which still relllill ed lead-based paillt ullder /lew top coals of lead:free paillr.
Simpler one-aver-one enamel finish ed mellli sash were located all a rear and secolldm}, side eleva/ioll to
replace less signijical1l or a/fered sash. Photo: cou rtesy oj LalIdmarks Design AS~iOCia{es.

Figure 3. Lift weight. This circa 1844 schoolhouse was cO/lverred in/a eight Jamily apa rtlllellts
fi r ill to the existing large classrooms. The IIl1its relllined wood trim, blackboards, and the large
double- hllng windolVs, The windollls were required 10 be easily operable, which was difficult
once thermal glazing was added to the sash Jar impro ved energy efficiency. Nelli chains,
lubricated pulleys, al/{I additional lIIewl weights cOl1lpens{I(e Jar the heavier glass, alld th e
willdows are /l OW easily operable. PllOto: Natiol/al Park Service flIes,
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Figure 4, Soul/d reductiol/, A local housillg orgalli:.atioll conve rted this circa 1930s hOfel building into
single residelll occupancy (SRO) housillg , retaining retail 011 Ihe first flaO/: The ,villgle-g/a:.ed hisloric
lIIooden lIIindows were idelllified by a lIIilldow survey as being in froll/ fair to poor cOlldilioll. Because Ihe
building lIIas located ol/Iy forty feet./i"01Il all/ajar hig/lIl/ay. the roOI1lS on the hi~/nl'ay side lVere very noisy, It
was determined that lIelV dual glazed double-111m!] one-over-olle lIIoodell sash, matching Ihe hi.\'lOric in visual
appearan ce, would be used 01/ this elevatioll, Salvageable windolVs from this elevllIioll were Ih ell rei/sed 011
Ihe facade, Because Ihe energy requirellle11ls ill this mild climate cO/tid be mel lI'ilh single glazing. Ihe
replacel1lelll windows elsewhere ill Ihe project remained sillgle-gla:.ed, By lI.\'illg (l historically llIatching .ms"
and IIOf a Slorl1l unil. Ihe overall appearance of Ihe hislOric buildillg remains ul1Iform, PholO: courte.\'Y
California Office of Hisloric Preservation,
;

I

~i

Figure 5, Emergency eg ress, Thi.\' circa 1915 rehabililated aparlmelltlhotel retailled ifS liislOric lI'oodell
lVilldolVs alld decorative metal railillg.\" Sil/(:e 1110.\'1 of Ihe rooms were efficiencies or single room occupancy
(SRO). Il'i"do\\'.\' served as emergency egress. and Ihe railings (seen here 0/1 Ihe courtyard elellatioll)
obs/l'llcled Ihal m'e, To preserve Ihese importalll decorative elemellB', Ihe hi.\'IOric lVindolVs were repaired alld
the railillgs lVere modified with a .\'ide hinge alld latch Ihm a//ow.\' th em 10 slVing alVay ji'om th e IOlVer sash,
which meet.\' the requiremelll.\' fo r emergency eg ress, 71w II/oveable ra ilings (II.\'{) faciliw te eXlel'iol' lViI/dow
lVashing, Phoro: courtesy Stickney (lnd Mllrphy Architect.\',
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Figure 6. Ught and vellfilatioJl. Eight Hew affordable hOl/sing IInits were constntcled ill this circa 1908
Beaux Arts style power plWIl, which had been abandoned Jor a nllll/ber of years after a fire. The historic Jan
Iighl windows were serial/sly da/1/aged or missing, alld the high style of Ihe bllildillg did 1101 allow Jor
addilionallVindows to be inserted illlo the facade. Operable skylights we re added behind a parapet on the
roof, and call temporary lVindow IIllits lVere designed for the existing arc/ted openil/gs. The large glazed
slllfaces l1Iet the ralio offloor space 10 glazed sll/face test; the operable ullirs met the vemiiaIioll and egress
test. The imerior balcony mez::.allille was held away from the historic opening to avoid adding a Irorizolllal
jeollire across the windows, and {he skylights provided lIafllral light and ventilation ill the IIpper loft area.
Plrmo: cOll rIesy oj Jay Grahall/, SOl/dy & Babcock Imemariol/al.
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PROTECTIVE GLAZING FOR DECORATIVE
WINDOW GLASS

Nea l A. Vogel, editor
Director of Technical Services
Inspired Partnerships, Inc.
Chicago, I/Iinois

"Protecti ve glazing" (PG) is defined here as a
secondary layer of glass or plasti c on the exterior
of a stained glass window; it is also described as
"storm," "double," "ouler," and "secondary"
glazi ng throughout this paper. "Stained glass"

pertain s to all types of decorati ve wi ndow glass.
Thi s paper is based on a 1994- 1996 protective
glazing research project by Inspired Partnerships,
Inc. for National Park Service's Nati onal Center
for Preservation Technology and Train ing. Tht:

entire Protecti ve Glazing S flldy is availabl e from:
The Nati onal Center fo r Preservati on Technology
& Training, P.O. Box 5682, Nachitoches. Loui siana 7 1497.
PG research in the Un ited States cannot be
discussed in context without a basic understanding of previous twentieth-century research in
Europe, spearheaded by the Corpus Vitrearum
Medii Aevi (CVMA ). In 1962, a com millee
with in the CVMA was fo rmed to research
materials and techniques used in medieva l stained
glass and to establi sh gu idelines for its conservati on. Much of thi s research during the 1970s and
1980s was by Roy G. Newton, author of Th e
Deterioration alld Conservation of Sta ined
Glass: A Critical Biography ( 1982). Newton
was among the first to reju venate the century-old
debate over PG in a CVMA Newslener in April
1975. However, the CVMA is only concerned
with medieval stained glass. More recentl y, Die

glazing. Nearl y all European research has
concentrated on moi sture-related conservati on
issues and has generally surmi sed that "isothermal" PG installati ons are the onl y way to protect
medi eval stained glass from deteri oration. The
question is whether the same conservation issues
apply to stained glass manufactured since the
Industrial Revolution. Accord ing to the results of
the NPS-funded study and known research, such
application s are impractical and unnecessary for
the vast majority of post-Industri al Revolution
stained glass in the United States.
An estimated 80 percent of U.S. churches have
protecti ve glazing today, yet the study proves that
it is causing seri olls damage to stained glass
windows nationwide by increasing condensation
and heat bu ild-up in the airspace and preventing
routi ne maintenance. As part of an initial investigation ofprotecli ve glazing issues, Inspired

Partnerships performed a field survey of 100 PG
in stallations nati onwide. Condensation was found
in 70 percent of the windows (Figu re I). Over
60 percent of the plastic glazing had clouded over,
while some of the windows were 100 obscured to
see at all. On ly 4 percent of the PG installations
were intentionally vented while another 19
percent self-vented due to deteriorated sealants or
broken glazing. D espite recorded hea t and

Schll1zverglaSllllg - eil1 e wirksame

condensat ion prob lems, most of the stai ned/
painted glass was in good condition overall , but
the leading, bracing and window frames were

Scllllt~lIIaj3nahlll e

severely deteriorating in many windows .

Oidtmann was pub lished, and this remains the

PG also prevents routine window maintenance.
Approximately one-third of the windows sur-

gegan die Korrosion an
wen vol/en Glaslllalerieien ( 1994) by Stefan
most extensive European resource on protecti ve
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veyed requi red maintenance to the frames,
whi ch were no longer accessible due to fi xed

material s and installations and urges churches to
employ PG only when necessary.

storm glazing. Aesthetics are also a seri ous

issue for hi storic churches and synagogues, and
pl astics (acrylics and polycarbonates) in parti cular have become the vinyl-siding eyesore of
windows (Figure 2). The Protecti ve Glazing
Study calls for higher standards in the glazing
industry to address the current problems with PG

Promotion and Use of Protective Glazing
The ever-changing face of religion, architecture,

art and the economy since the 1950s has resulted
in greater competition for fewer stained glass

install ations. In order to stay in business, many
contractors full y endorse PG , which is a lucrative
aspect of the glazing industry.
Brochures collected since the
I960s reveal that most contractors use at least some of the
foll ow ing reasons to promote
PG to consumers: vandali sm,
security, energy, comfort,
conservati on, weather, sound,
and maintenance. Ci vil unrest

during the I960s moti vated a
number of congregat ions to
cover their sta ined glass

windows with PG for vandalism protection. Fear of vandalism and theft , whether justified
or not, remains a powerful

Figure 1.

moti vator for PG, especi all y in
the inner-c ities.

Perhaps more important is the fi nancial inability
of many congregations to fund stained glass

restoration. The enormous popularity of stained
glass in America between the Civil War and
World War I has resulted in countless stained
glass in stallations between 80 and 130 years old.
Incidently, the li fe span of most leaded glass
windows fall s into thi s time span. Many congregations faced with the reali ty of expensive
restoration costs choose to defer the expense meanwhile burying their window problems
temporarily with PG. Regardless of the aesthetic or conservation impact on stained glass,
PG stops leaks and drafts through deteriorated
stained glass and postpones the inevitable
restoration costs to others. Procrastinati on has
been the decision of thou sands of congregations
across the country, and today a vast majority of
U.S. churches with stained glass have some type
of PG. In recent years, a greater sense of
stewardship, increasing professional criticism of
Figlf re 2.
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PG, and a growing "restoration" market is
prompting the question, "Do we need protective
glazing ... or do we really need restoration?"

History of Protective Glazing
The (CVMA) in Europe records the earliest
important protective glazing (PG) installation
known, based on reliable documentation, to be
the application of external diamond-pane leaded
glazing over the "Five Sisters" window at York
Minster Cathedral, England, in 1861. Several
other nineteenth-century PG installations have
been documented in Europe by Oidtmann as well.
Nevertheless, PG usage in nineteenth-century
Europe can only be described as "rare" at best.
Its limited use continued until World War II, then
the perceived value of PG changed drastically.
For most of their history, the major European
cathedrals had established restoration programs,
but few had pressing concerns regarding the
deterioration of stained glass. When these
important windows were systematically removed
for protection from aerial bombing, a unique
opportunity arose to document them. Upon
reinstallation, severe paint and glass deterioration
caused by damp, below-ground storage was
revealed. As a result of this new awareness,
many windows such as those at Cologne,
Regensberg, and Munich were automatically
covered with protective glazing after the war.
Further studies of medieval glass corrosion
(caused by acid rain) since World War II have
strongly influenced Europeans to cover their
windows with PG. Today, protective glazing is
employed throughout Central Europe.
Stained glass was not common in the U.S. until
around 1860. Prior to this time, most of the
stained glass was imported from Europe. Although imported plate glass was available in
America by the late 1830s, it was expensive, and
a second layer of "strong glass" could not be
justified when the stained glass already served to
keep the weather out. Glass making technology
in the U.S. evolved throughout the late nineteenth
century, and eventually inexpensive domestic
plate glass was available. However, as in Europe,
the use of protective glazing in the u.S. during
the nineteenth century was rare.

The American development of plated opalescent
windows by lohn LaFarge, Louis Comfort
Tiffany and their followers may have lead to the
earliest use of protective glazing in the U.s.
Plated opalescent windows, consisting of several
layers of glass, inherently called for large external
glass plates to keep dirt and moisture out of the
interspaces. The exterior plate(s), usually integral
with the window, effectively served as PG.
Plated opalescent windows were installed
throughout the country by the early 1890s, but
are not representative of the typical concept of
PG. By the early twentieth century, though, they
are often covered with a full back-plate of plate
glass.
Only a few examples of true protective glazing
as a non-integral layer of glass have been
substantiated in the U.S. prior to 1900. Among
the earliest in situ is the secondary glazing at St.
Vincent De Paul Church in Chicago, which dates
from 1897. Here, 5/16 inch rough-plate glass
was installed in a wood frame rabbet with copper
muntins and an interior parting stop. The stained
glass, installed over ensuing years, was merely
inserted behind the plate glass. This holds true
for numerous PG installations from the first
quarter of the twentieth century; "temporary"
plate glass became secondary glazing by default,
once ornamental glass could be purchased.
In 1922, U.S. automaker Henry Ford introduced
continuous rolling in the manufacture of autoglass
and revolutionized the American glass industry
- soon to be the largest producer of plate glass
in the world. With the introduction of ever larger
sheets of glass, resulting in ever lower costs,
double glazing became ever more common.

Protective Glazing and the Building
Industry
As protective glazing became common to the
stained glass industry, it began to attract attention
from the architectural community and manufacturers. Good Practice in Construction: Part
II, published in 1925, illustrates a leaded glass
window in a stone wall with double glazing
(Figure 3). A 1926-27 Sweet's Architectural
Catalogue listing for The Philadelphia Supplies
Co., Inc., has sectional views of a double-glazed
window with a 3/4 inch air space between the
storm and leaded glass, and "double, double"
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ventilators. This was the sole model produced
by the fifteen steel window companies listed.
Although PO was becoming more readily
accepted in the U.S., it remained the exception
rather than the rule before World War II.
However, window manufacturers recognized the
rapidly changing market after the war and began
designing frames to accommodate double
glazing. A terra cotta window detail by the
Architectural Terra Cotta Institute from circa
1950 shows two pre-fonned glazing grooves. A
company brochure for J. Sussman illustrates the
"300 Series," an aluminum double-glazed church
window that Sussman has produced since 1959.
Methods of producing stronger glass evolved in
the years leading up to, during, and immediately
after World War II, but the 1950s saw the
introduction of glass alternatives for protective
glazing. These alternatives, which greatly
simplified PO installations, included translucent
fiberglass sheets, lead by Kalwall@ in 1955, and a
barrage of sheet plastics followed.
The commercial availability of sheet acrylics
drastically changed the glazing industry and
created new opportunities for less-skilled contractors to enter the PO business, increasing competition and sales. Dominating the PO market during
the 1960s, sheet acrylics were first introduced by
Bauer and Rohm as Plexiglas@ in 1936, and Du
Pont soon followed with Lucite®. Developed by
Bernard Carsten in 1912, laminated glass incorporates both glass and plastic technology. Laminated glass is comprised of a tough, flexible
interlayer of plastic sandwiched between two or
more lights of glass. Products include
Monsanto's SafeleX® and Deerfield Urethane's
DurefleX®. In the late 1980s, Du Pont began to
mass-market a Butacite® family of advanced
composite glazing products. Less brittle and
stronger than acrylics, polycarbonates were
manufactured in sheets in 1970 by General
Electric Plastics. The popularity of GE's Lexan®
has become so widespread in the glazing industry
that many people generically refer to any plastic
sheet material as "lexan". Although it weighs
about the same as acrylic products, the impact
resistance of Lexan® is said to be 30 times greater
than acrylic and 250 times greater than standard
glass. Upon installation, the clarity of Lexan@ is
almost that of glass but it becomes cloudy over a

few years. OE continues to develop new
variations, but chronic aesthetic and technical
problems are changing the favorable impression
of this incredibly strong material.
Today, protective glazing technology has evolved
to triple-glazing. The concept of triple-glazing for
stained glass was developed in the wake oftripleglazing for residential and commercial windows
by the 1980s. Triple-glazed windows were
developed in response to increasing demands for
energy perfonnance, an important concern for
buildings occupied for long periods of time. This
concern is not typical of most intennittently used
worship spaces surrounded by stained glass.
Nevertheless, some consider triple-glazing the
"cutting edge" of protective glazing. Custom
made triple-glazed units are also being fabricated
today where the stained glass is sandwiched
between (not behind) outer glass layers. Notwithstanding the aesthetic impact to historic windows
and the exorbitant cost of these high-tech solutions, triple-glazed units have yet to prove their
practicality and longevity in architectural settings.

Aesthetic Impact of Protective Glazing
Although the glazing industry has claimed many
advantages for PO, no one has claimed that it
improves aesthetics. Windows that are not
covered with PO look the best. The design,
materials, and installation of secondary glazing
can have a serious aesthetic impact on stained
alass windows and historic buildings. The
o
exterior appearance of stained glass, day or night,
is often as important as its interior appearance.
Some stained glass, particularly opalescent glass,
is nearly as beautiful from the exterior, but its
radiant colors can be camouflaged by PG.
Virtually all Gothic-style churches rely on
pointed-arched window frames and delicate
window tracery to accentuate the vertical design.
When a conventional grid is installed over the
original frame, this crucial design feature is lost,
and the building's architectural character is
severely compromised (Figure 4). Ecclesiastic
buildings designed in Byzantine, Romanesque,
and Renaissance styles feature deeply recessed
window openings to punctuate their heavy
massing. This effect is typically lost when PG is
installed, reducing the depth of the window and
altering the play on light and shadow (Figure 5).
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It is also important to consider how light will play
off the glass surface ; refl ections are di sconcerting when PO is viewed on an angle. Some PO
systems have used leaded glass to break up the
broad expanse of sheeting and mitigate the glare.
On primary facades, and where lead ing and
texture are of great importance to the perception
of the building, this is a worthwhi le approach.
Plastics are al so susceptible to glare, but worse,
Ihey all become cloudy, nearly opaque, over time.
Manufacturers recognize this chronic problem
and do not warranty their products beyond a few
years. Plastics are also difficu lt to clean since
they scratch easi ly. Aesthetically, all plasti c
products are a poor in vestment, and their in itial
appearance is certain to decl ine in a relat ively
short period of time.

Materials should be selected carefully to enhance
the design, materials and color of the original
stained glass window frame. Installati ons in
which the glazing is cut to fit within the ex isting
mullions or conform to the tracery are visually
most successful. Linear PO fram es are faster,
easier and cheaper to install than curvilinear
frames and represent the conventional in stallation.
An advantage of wood and steel PO frame s is
that they can be painted to match or compliment
the original frame and surrounding trim. Aluminum frames do not hold paint well but are
avai lable in anodized colors, typically ranging
from silver and bronze to black.

Figure 4.

Maintenance and Protective Glazing
Protective glazing is often promoted to al leviate
window mai ntenance. Unfortunately, PO is
typically installed in a fixed position as a barrier to
window maintenance. Paints and sealants
continue to deteriorate from ultra-violet light and
moisture that inevitably gain s access before outer
sealants are renewed. Moreover, PO imparts a
fal se sense of security; annllal window maintenance is often overlooked as a property manage-

ment responsibility. Even if failing paint and
deteriorating wood are apparent, building owners
are reluctant to remove PO due to the sign ificant
cost. Frame problems concealed behind cloudy
secondary glazing are "out of sight, out of mind,"
and maintenance is neglected.

Unvented PO does not allow trapped moi sture to

Figure 5.

drain or evaporate and leads to condensation and
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Unve nted protective glazing also has a "greenhouse effect" on the airspace between the
stained glass and secondary glazing. In the U.S.,
thi s effect occurs on unshaded east, west and
south elevations. An un vented airspace can be
subjected to high temperatures, measured up to
165°F, as solar radiati on is abso rbed throughout
the day. Perhaps more critical than temperature
peaks are the exaggerated temperature fl uctuations in an unvented PG airspace. There tends
to be a doubling effect in the airspace compared
to outdoor temperatures; one un vented PG
airspace swung 90°F over a 24-hour period!
These exaggerated temperature swings augment

Figure 6.

high humidity in the airspace. Protective glazing,
whether vented or not, alters the drip de tails at
the window sill , sometimes creating a dam for
ponding water un less weep holes are added. If
sealant integrity is maintained on a newly restored
window, condensation may not occur for awhile.
Unfortunately, due to the hi gh coefficient of
thermal expansion of both lead came and plastic
glazing, it is impossible to hermetically seal
stained glass with secondary glazing aloneunless a triple-glazed unit is empl oyed.
Wood windows are particularly at ri sk. Laminations and joinery in woodwo rk readily ad mit
water once the paint and sealants fail (Figure 6).
Un vented wi ndows may ex hibit rot ordelamination in onl y a few years in humid conditi ons. lron
frames rust more q uickly under humid conditions,
which can deform glass and crack maso nry.
Severe rllsting can necessitate entire fram e
replacement. While stone tracery is generally
more tolerant of im properl y installed PG , damage
often occurs from in appropriate sealants and
anchors; glazing systems are frequent ly mounted
with fasteners that are susceptible to ru sting and
stain and spall masonry.

the expans ion and contraction cyc le of the lead
came holding the glass together. Lead has a high
coefficient of thermal expansion and a low
modulus of elasticity. The expansion-contraction
of lead came from thermal change is approximately three times that of steel, fo ur times that of
glass, and seven times that of wood (typical
adjacent material s). As it heats up, lead came
expands along its length, but it does not rebound
when it cools. The pressure generated by thi s
continuous ex pansion causes stained glass to
buckle an d bow out of plane. Research indicates
that if a leaded glass panel is going to deform , it
will deform more rapidl y when exposed to higher
temperatures; deformation occurs twice as fast at
120°F than at 70°F.
Many American windows are having deformation
problems that seem related to heat build-up in
un vented PG installations. Although imported,
plated, and high-end windows show few signs of
heat-related deterioration, low-end art glass or
"catalog" windows (particul arl y those fabricated
with narrow 1/8 inch came) appear to be more
seriously effected by heat build-up. New or
recently releaded windows installed with
unvented PG are at the greatest ri sk. These
supertight installations produce the highest
temperatures. Therefore, deformation is accelerated on the front end of the window 's life , which
is the least desirable. The service li fe of a stai ned
glass window, at least o ne that is susceptible to
deformation, could be reduced by years due to
unvented PG. Unfo rtunately, this process occurs
slow ly over time and is difficult to document
under actual weatheri ng conditions.
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Secondary glazing frequently prevents nonnal
window operation as well. Almost all churches
require some ventilation during various seasons,
and pennanently mounted secondary glazing
often immobilizes ventilators. Sometimes
building owners look to more expensive alternatives, such as central air conditioning, to solve
ventilation and comfort problems.
Light and Sound Transmission
All secondary glazing reduces natural light
through stained glass. For most types of glass,
the light reduction is insignificant. Clear, clean,
polished glass reduces light transmission only 3
percent, while clear, clean Lexan® reduces light
transmission about 16 percent. However, when
dirt collects on the inside surface of the PO, and
when plastics become cloudy, light can be
dramatically reduced. Removing or replacing old
PO with clean glass can increase light transmission over 100 percent! All secondary glazing,
whether plastic or glass, reduces sound transmission through stained glass. This can be beneficial
when excessive urban or industrial noise is
present. Laminated glass, particularly laminated
insulating glass, is the best choice in reducing
sound transmission. True sound reduction also
varies depending upon the depth of the airspace the deeper, the better. Under nonnal circumstances though, the sound transmission is only
reduced a negligible five to 15 percent with
protective glazing. Triple-glazed units reduce
sound transmission significantly more and are
very effective under abnonnal conditions.
Limited Energy Benefits of Protective
Glazing
Protective glazing has been promoted to save
energy since the 1920s. The practice grew
rapidly after World War II and again after the
energy crisis in the 1970s. Today, energy savings
remains among the three most popular ways to
promote protective glazing, along with vandalism
and stonn protection. Some manufacturers claim
up to 68 percent energy savings for their products
but likely assume 24-hour occupancy and unnecessarily high interior temperatures - not pertinent to most houses of worship. While promotionalliterature for PG often lists the energy
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benefits, the savings has been primarily anecdotal. In order to understand the true energy
benefits from protective glazing, Enennodal
Engineering, Inc. created a computer model of
an average church with protective glazing (with
a known 1982 installation cost of $19/pst) using
the most advanced software available, DOE
2.1 E. Enennodal discovered that the payback
for unvented PG in Chicago is approximately 44
years. If the same church was relocated to
Toronto, Canada, the payback is shortened to 36
years. In Phoenix, Arizona, the payback period is
extended to over 1,500 years! Moreover, when
the airspace is ventilated to avoid deterioration as
recommended, the payback period is nearly
doubled. In short, the minimum payback period
for PO on any continental U.S. church is literally
decades. Enermodal concluded, "The results
show that the energy savings from protective
glazing for an intennittently occupied church do
not warrant the expense of installation."
Preserving Stained Glass with Protective
Glazing
Protective glazing is not a substitute for repair,
restoration or continued maintenance. All fonns
of PO inhibit or prevent entirely the beneficial
effects of rainwater periodically washing the
exterior surface of the window. Beyond the
positive aesthetic result of cleaner windows,
rainwater removes the surface layers of dirt that
can adhere to the stained glass and become
hygroscopic. This moist layer of dirt can create a
micro-environment that can be detrimental to the
stained glass and frame. An important distinction
must be drawn between Europe's medieval
windows and post-Industrial Revolution stained
glass found in the U.S. Medieval glass is susceptible to corrosion from airborne pollutants and
moisture. To conserve this glass, it is important
to separate it from the exterior environment.
Modem glass, fabricated after the mid-nineteenth
century, derives its alkali from a soda-lime
mixture. This results in a glass high in sodium
oxide, which is much more durable. There is no
need to protect modem glass found in the U.S.
from airborne pollutants.
The rare exceptions include: windows susceptible
to wind-load damage due to insufficient reinforcement; glass with unstable paint; and plated
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windows that may encourage the infiltration of
water between the plates. However, in this age
of wanton destruction, it is sometimes necessary
to take extraordinary precautions to protect
stained glass. In thi s capacity, PG serves an
important role. Correctly installed , PG can
maxim ize stained glass protection whil e hav ing a

minimal impact on aesthetics.
Venting a PG system is complex but critica l to
successful protection without negative side
effects. There are fo ur poss ibiliti es: to the
exterior, to the interior, isothermal to the interior,

and no venting at al l. The only abso lute upon
wh ich all European studies agree, is that no
venting is the worst possible alternative. All
studies indicate that not venting the airspace
results in increased glass cOITosion. There are
three primary reasons fo r venti ng: to al low any
condensate to evaporate; to equal ize the pressure
in the airspace with the local atmosphere; and to
minimi ze metal fatigue of the lead came induced
by increased expansion/contraction from a
broader temperature range fo und in un vented
windows.
The data becomes less conclusive as to the besl
melhod to vent the airspace. The primary
concern of the scienti sts and craftsmen worki ng
to solve the beslmelhod in Europe is to keep
condensation, precipitation and the exterior ai r
from coming in contact with the medieva l glass,
thereby inhibiting corrosion. A secondary
concern is the protection from impact damage.

In Europe, the consensus opinion for the best
met hod of venting the airspace is an isothermal
installation vented to the interior of the building.
In thi s setting, the PG is set into the rebate
originally intended for the stained glass. The
fram ing members of the window are then adjusted, or a new frame is built and installed on the
interi or of the bui lding, to support the stained
glass. The ori ginal setting and window shape
determine the complex ity and extent to which the
ori gi nal frame must be altered to accommodate an
isothermal setting. An isothermal installation
should not be confused with simpl y venting the
airspace to the interior; a correct installation is
much more complex. A setting can only be
considered isothermal when the velocity (.5
meters/sec.) and volume of air moving through
the airspace is sufflcient to maintain a temperature close to the ambient air.
There are a number of challenges to achieving a
successful isothermal installation. Very few
install ati ons in American churches easily convert
to isothermal settings. Most often, the hi storic
facade or interi or window surrou nd must be
substantiall y altered, at great expense, to accommodate an isotherm al setting. The cost can be up
to five times higher than an exterior-applied
ex terior-vented PG system. In the few situations
where important, hi storic glass mu st be protected
from any possibl e incidence of condensation or
thermal ex pansion, the architectural compromise
and expense of an isothermal system may be
warranted. However, an isothermal system is an
overl y protective solution for the vast majority of
U.S. stained glass installations.
Where and how the PG gets
vented depends on the type of
installation and the local
environment. The size of the
airspace and vent openings

Figllre 7.
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determine the success or ure
of the venting method.
European ex perts (who have
done far more testing)
suggest three to eight centimeters . The openings should
only occur at the top and
bottom of the airspace. The
fundamental principle is to
V-63

cause upward airflow through the airspace, i.e.,
"chimney" effect (Figure 7).
A late arrival to the field of PG systems is the
process of placing the stained glass panel within a
triple-glazed insulated unit. A sandwich comprising clear glass, stained glass in the middle, and a
second layer of clear glass. The edges are sealed,
and the interspace is partially evacuated or filled
with an inert gas. Early prototypes quickly failed
due to edge-sealant failure. Once the integrity of
the seal is breached, the panel quickly fogs due to
condensation. The use of space-age technology
employing materials that are more compatible and
purported to last longer has resulted in better
longevity for triple-glazed units. The benefits of
this system are energy efficiency and protection
from airborne pollutants. Laminated or tempered
glass can also provide maximum protection from
impact on both sides.
However, the drawbacks are numerous. While
lasting longer than prototypes, insulated units are
destined to fail well before the stained glass. This
will necessitate expensive maintenance entailing
the removal and remaking of failed units. The
added weight of the second peice of plate glass
must be accommodated along with the increased
size; triple-glazed units can increase the depth of
stained glass from 1/4 inch to one inch! Therefore, major alterations to stone and wood tracery
is required. The spacing between the leaded
glassand the outerglass is too small to provide
adequate support bars on farge stained glass
panels without subdividing them. If round bars
were used historically, they will no longer tie into
the supporting frame and therefore will provide
little or no support. No studies have been done to
measure environmental conditions in triple-glazed
units. In the absence of testing, they must be
considered non-vented systems. The one
consistent fact from all of the studies is that this is
the worst environment in which to place stained
glass.
Installation Guidelines for Protective Glazing

It is better not to apply protective glazing, than to
apply it improperly. However, there are instances
where recurrent vandalism, stained glass conditions, or stained glass value warrants a "protective" glazing system. Conservation of the stained
glass itself should be the overriding consideration
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for any PG installation. "Isothermal" protective
glazing, where the stained glass is remounted on
the inside of insulated glass and the airspace is
vented, is the best method in many instances for
stained glass conservation. Isothermal glazing
guarantees that no condensation will occur on the
interior surface of the stained glass, which is a
primary concern when unstable paint conditions
are apparent. However, isothermal systems are
expensive, require careful design, and are not
necessary for most stained glass windows in
America. When designing PG installation details,
the following issues must be considered.
1. Framework Configuration: Successful PG
installations mimic the shape of the tracery or
mullions that support the stained glass.
2. Texture, Leading & Frame Color: For
buildings where the glass texture, leading pattern,
or exterior color (opalescent glass) are important
to the architectural design, large sheets of PG are
an unacceptable compromise.

3. Depth of Window Opening: Installations
that maintain a reasonable setback and engage the
window moldings and tracery, rather than covering them, look better.
4. Glazing Attachment Method: PG should
never be attached directly to the existing frame,
but rather attached within the frame surrounding
the stained glass and securely anchored. Glazing
should be placed within sashes or reglets to allow
for expansion/contraction, and all fasteners should
be nonferrous.
5. Frame Material: Frame components should
be fabricated of the same material (either metal or
wood) as the original window surround. Bronze
or anodized aluminum may be acceptable, but
mild steel will rust and should not be used. In
coastal areas, special coatings or alloys may be
required to avoid corrosion.

6. Glazing Material: Laminated glass is
recommended in most instances due to its
durability, resistance to breakage, and stable
clarity.

7. Venting Protective Glazing: The airspace
formed by protective glazing must alway~ be
vented.
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There are three primary reasons for venting PO:
to allow condensation to evaporate; to equalize
the pressure in the airspace with the atmosphere;
and to minimize the temperature variation in the
airspace. Where and how the glazing is vented
depends on the type of installation and the
climate. In a northern temperate climate, the
airspace should generally be vented to the
exterior. In a hot, humid climate, venting to the
interior should be considered if the building is airconditioned throughout most of the year. The
venting needs of particular windows may vary
greatly. The amount of venting required is
dependent on the micro-environment that the
window is subject to based on climate, orientation, and the depth of the airspace.
If applied frames are used to support the PO,
holes can be drilled through the frame to allow or
air movement. The holes must be at the top a d
bottom of the window, designed to keep out rai
and insects. If plastic glazing is used, the holes
can be drilled through the plastic in similar
fashion. If the exterior glazing is leaded, vents
(stainless steel screens) can be glazed into the
window during fabrication. If glass is used, the
corners can be cut off and fitted with a hooded
vent screen comprised of glass, stainless steel
screening, and lead came. The openings should
only occur at the top and bottom to cause upward
airflow through the airspace (Le., "chimney"
effect). Exact specifications as to the amount of
venting do not yet exist, but it is clear that the
best system is one that can be easily modified to
allow for greater or lesser airflow. In-situ
experimentation remains the best way to determine proper venting. PO installations should be
monitored throughout the year for evidence of
condensation, such as moisture trails (faint
streaks from drips) on the interior surface of the
stained glass or PO.

Wire screens are often a good option to glazing
materials and are gaining favor, particularly in
Europe. Wire screens can be inexpensive and
quite effective in the prevention of vandalism and
impact damage to stained glass windows. They
also provide some security and allow for the
periodic rinsing of the windows on the exterior.
When designing screens, consider the material of
the screen; the size of the wire and the mesh; and
the method of attachment to the building.

The least expensive material is galvanized wire,
but it should be avoided for churches due to the
high maintenance required to preventing rusting.
Copper or bronze may also be used to fabricate
screens, but are more expensive than galvanized.
If left unpainted, copper can also result in staining
of the building, particularly light-colored stones.
Stainless steel has the greatest longevity combined
with the least maintenance, but is the most
expensive. Whichever material is used, it should
be painted, patinated, stained, or otherwise
darkened. The screens will then visually disappear to enhance the appearance of the stained
glass and building from the exterior.
When installed incorrectly, protective glazing
becomes "destructive" glazing. Most windows in
the U.S. do not have to be protected from
anything other than vandalism. The most stable,
albeit most expensive, protective glazing system is
an isothermal one. Screens or laminated glass
vented externally provide excellent cost-effective
protection against vandals when such protection is
truly necessary. Aesthetically, all leaded glass
looks best uncovered as originally designed; the
onus is on the architect, client or contractor to
devise other ways to improve security and
minimize vandalism around the property (fencing,
landscaping, lighting, etc). The goal of the
Protective Glazing Study is to raise the standards
for protective glazing when it is necessary. As in
all endeavors, the careful consideration of all
existing conditions and options will result in the
most successful installation.
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The c urtain wall fulfill s one of the most de manding ro les in building constructio n. No t onl y does
it prov ide the primary image for the building, but
it also performs the multipl e functi ons required of
an exte rior skin - form a protecti ve enc losure,
keep out the outside environment , and maintain
the inside e nvironme nt - in an effi c ie nt , economical manner. The modern metal and glass
c urtain wall can be defin ed as
an ex teri or building wall made of nOll-load
bearing panel s that arc supported on a
structu ral frame. The curt ain wa ll spans
betwee n noors and tran sfers latera l loads.
such as those prod uced by w inds. 10 th e
structural frame. while the structu ra l frame

alone carri es these horizon tal as well as all

gravity loads.

Curtain wall s, like ned to a c urtain draped over
the structural fram e, can be categorized by their
fabrication and install ation, as fo llows:
Stick system - this c urtain wall system (Figure
I) is assembled in the fi e ld a nd consists of
vertical members (mullio ns) and hori zo ntal
me mbers (rail s) that are ancho red to the structu ral frame. Glass, stone or other panels are
then glazed into the openings c reated by the

Uni t system - thi s c urtain wall system is
composed o f panels that are asse mbled and
g lazed in the facto ry pri or to installati on in the
fie ld (Fig ure 2). The units are the n stac ked
together to form the mulli ons and rails.
Unit and mullion system - thi s c urtain wa ll
syste m utili zes fea tu res of both the stick and unit
systems by in serting prefabri cated units betwee n
installed mullions (Figure 3).
In addition, the re are other hyb ri d curtain wall
systems th at contain eleme nts o f stick, unit, or
unit and mullion systems.
Beyond the c urtain wall's ability to with stand
wind loads, it is also desig ned to prov ide light and
sometimes ven til atio n, to prevent water penetration, and to provide the rmal and sound insulation.
Of these traits, the preventi on of water penetratio n is probably the most important. The advantages of the g lass and metal cu rtain wall , and the
explanation of its popularity, are its light weight,
the pote ntial for prefab ricati on, ease o f e rection,
and cost effecti veness. C urt ain walls can also
be designed to incorpora te di ve rse materi als and
shapes and integrate them into a pleasing
arc hitectural fo rm.

meta l frame work.
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Figll re 1. Schelllatic diagralll of a typical CIIrtaill wall stick systelll. Adapted frOIll
Curtain Wall Design Guide (Palalille, l/Iillois: AAMA,1996).

UNIT

Figure 2. Schelllatic diagralll of a typical cllrlai11 wall 1111 i t system. Adapted fl'OlII
Curtain Wa ll Design Gu ide (Palatille, l/Iillois:AAMA , 1996).
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of a typical curtai1l wall unit and mullion system.
Adapted from Curtain Wall Design Guide (Palatine, Illinois: AAMA, 1996).

Common Problems with Curtain Walls
Water Penetration
The prevention of water leakage - the failure of
which presents the most common problems
associated with curtain walls - relies upon
either the elimination of leakage into the wall or
the control of water flow through the wall.
Approaches developed to achieve a watertight
wall include interior drainage systems I (Figure
4), pressure equalized systems, 2 and barrier
walls 3 (Figure 5). All successful implementations rely upon the understanding of the various
forces acting on, and attempting to drive water
through, the wall. Wind, capillary action, and
gravity are but a few of the forces that must be
accommodated. The following are descriptions
of some of the more common causes of water
penetration:

Improper design - Interior gutters and glazing
pockets may not be designed with sufficient
features to accommodate water that penetrates
the exterior wall and to direct it back to the
exterior. Inadequate design may not accommodate interior water flow or may be inadequate to
resist the wind-induced pressures accompanying
the water.
Improper installation - Drainage systems rely
upon internal gutters or flashings to achieve
watertightness. An interior drainage system
cannot perform adequately unless it is properly
sealed. End dams that are created where horizontal and vertical members intersect,
discontinuities at splices, and penetrations for
connections are common sources of water
penetration.
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Figure 4. The interior drainage or
"weeped" system shown employs
internal gutters and weep holes to
direct leaked water back to the
outside of the wall. This system
also utilizes the exterior seal of the
curtain wall to control water
penetration.
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Glazing leaks - Glazing joints between the
metal frame and glass or other inserted panel are
a common source of water leakage into a curtain
wall system. In dry glazing systems, improperly
installed gaskets will eventually shrink away
from the corners of the glass or panel and allow
water to reach the glazing pocket (Figure 6).
Unless the glazing pocket is designed to control
the resulting volume of water, leakage can occur.

Sealant failures - When contemporary elastomeric sealants, such as silicone or urethane, are
properly installed and the joints are designed to
be compatible with the sealants, an effective seal
can be obtained. Since sealant joints are thefinal
seal to weather penetration, sealant failures,
whether cohesive"' or adhesive,5 can create many
problems. Sealants should also be designed for
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ease of maintenance and replacement, and to
prevent contamination of adjoining surfaces.

Weatherstripping - Weatherstripping is used in
operable windows within curtain wall systems as
a means of sealing the window vent to the frame
when in a closed position. Weatherstripping is
often the first part of a vent to wear out and
should be designed to be replaceable. 6
Weatherstripping should fit loosely within a
groove in the curtain wall system so that it can
move independently of the metal frame. 7
Weatherstripping can become worn, permanently
set, shrink away from the corners, or become
unattached. Weatherstripping may have been
installed without continuity around the vent or
have been improperly sized so that it is not
effective when the vent is closed. All of these
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Figllre 5. The barrier systelll showII
relies elltirely II pOIl the exterior seal
of the cllrtaill wal/ to cOlltrol water
pelletratioll.
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conditions can contribute to water leakage
probl ems.

Thermal break shrinkage - Occasionall y, in
alum inum frame systems that incorporate a
thermoset plastic break to separate the interior
metal from the exterior metal , the thermoset
plastic break materi al shrinks. Shrinkage of thi s
material can comprom ise the internal gutter
system and contribute to water leakage problems.

Improper repairs - Previous repairs that seal
drainage holes (Figure 7) and other joints, which
that were originall y provided to allow water to
drain from the inte rior of the curtain wall system
can exacerbate leakage problems. When this
occurs, the water will find an alternate pathway,
perhaps into the building.

/

/

Fig ll re 6. The photograph shows a dry glazillg gasket
which has plll/ed away frolll the comer of the willdow
ligltt. This cOllditioll is a typical sOllree of glazillg
leakage.
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Figl/re 7. This
rellledini repnir hns
senled the weep
holes nllIt shortcirClliteri the
illferior drai1lage

systelll. This type
of repnir call cal/se
wnter lenks thnt
were 1I0t
previol/sly
expericllceci.

Air Leakage and Thermal Discomfort

Material Failures

One of the main causes of thermal di scomfort
with curtain wall systems is air in fi ltrati on. Air
infiltration results in drafts and di scomfort to

Failures of sealant and thermal breaks were
di scussed previously in conjunction with water
penetrati on. Aluminum has become almost
ubiquitous in curtain wa ll s because aluminum
form s a tough, protecti ve coati ng of aluminum
oxide as it weathers. Thi s coating arrests fu rther
oxidation of the alu mi num surface.' Alu minum
curtain walls dating from the 1950s or earlier
may not have any protecti ve coating or treatment
on the aluminum surface. In these cases, pitting
of the fram e may occur as the aluminum ox idi zes in an uneven fashion. There is no method
to appropriately treat thi s un sightl y oxidation,
however pitting of the fram e normall y does not
cause more than an aesthetic concern. Though
durable, aluminum is a highly cathodic metal. It
can deteriorate through electrolytic action when
in contact with anod ic metals such as lead,
copper, or mild steel in the presence of water.

occupanls sitting near the wall. Air leakage can

occur around operabl e window vents, through
stack joints at mulli ons, at defecti ve sealant
joints, and in any place where water leakage can
also occur. Although the exchange of air is
needed in any building, air infiltration mu st be
contro lled. Condensation occurs in curtain wall
systems when climati c conditions are such that
water vapor turns to liquid or ice on the interi or
surface.' Older curtain wall systems that do not
incorporate thermal breaks or insul ated glass are
more prone to condensati on. These were
typically designed with an exposed gutter at the
inside base of the curtain wall at each level to
collect the condensate run-off, whi ch was then
expected to evaporate or drain to the exterior.
Excess ive condensation may indicate a poor
thermal design, a bridge across a thermall ybroken system, or areas of excessive air in filtra-

Staini ng, excessive ox idation, or frame failure
can resu lt if thi s phenomenon is not accom modated in frame or connecti on design.

tion. Condensation is also a concern because
wa ter run-off can cause damage to interior

fin ishes.
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Other metal s such as copper, stainless steel, and
bronze have also been used for curtain wall s.
Like aluminum, these metals are ext remely
durable as they weather and may only cause
problems with staining as they patinate. A
difficulty with curtain wall s composed of mild
steel is the tendency of ferrous metals to corrode. Over time, corrosion of the stee l frame
can cause glass breakage, loss of use of operable
vents, and ultimate fail ure of the structural
frame. Steel curtain wall systems can last a long
time, but only if they are frequently maintained.

Panel systems made of composite materi als are
also a source of materi al failure. One such
example is a panel constructed of an insulating
materi al sandwiched between alumi num or
porcelain -coated steel. Some insul ating materials are volumetrically unstable in the presence of
moi sture and permanent di stortion of the panels
can result frolll water leakage.

Peeli ng or chalking pain t coat ings (Figure 8) on
aluminum or stee l can cause chronic mainte-

nance problems. Causes for paint failure include
im properly selected paint coatings or poorly
prepared surfaces that are to be painted. Metal
surfaces are best painted in the factory where all
the variables for a successfu l paint coating can
be controlled. Repair of painted metal surfaces
in the fi eld must be carefully monitored to
approximate these facto ry conditions.
Im purities in the manufacture of glass have
resulted in glass fai lures. Glass that is heattempered can spontaneously break due to nickel
sulfide inclusions that ex pand with in the glass
some time after fabrication. Glass can also
break when struck by projecti les such as roof
gravel or larger building material s during high

winds and hurri canes.
Glass surfaces can become damaged when they
come into contact with chemi cals that are used
to treat other parls of the bui lding facade. Glass
coati ngs such as reflecti ve treatments can peel or
become splotchy or discolored. Glass coatings
should be studied to verify compatibili ty wi th all
components of the glazing system and measures
should be taken to control potentiall y damaging
glass clean ing operations,

Insulating glass units are designed with a
hermetic edge seal to prevent moi stu re access
into the uni t. This edge seal can fa il, espec ial ly
if the unit is subjected to standing water. Moreover, the in sulating glass un its can fa il if excessive moi sture collects between the two sheets of
glass.

Figure 8. The lesting proceaure shown (adaptatioll of
ASTM 03359) illustrales failure of a factory applied
paillt coalillg aue to improper applicatioll of primer
alld top coat.
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Figllre 9. The ClIrlaill wall
failllre illuslraled is localed all
Ihe facade of a buildillg where
willd pressures are Ihe grealesl.
This failure oCCllrred allhe
cOllllecliolls Ihal attached Ihe
curlaill wall 10 Ihe buildillg
frail/e.

Structural Failures
Permanent distortion of the curtain wall system
due to wind is rare, though c urtain wall di stortion
has occurred as a result of earthq uakes. A more
common type of structural failure occurs from
loss of structural integrity of connections between the curtain wall compone nts or the c urtain
wall and the bui ldi ng frame (Figure 9). Areas of
the bui lding that receive higher wind loads , such
as at corners or at the tops of skyscrapers, are
more prone to curtain wall connection fai lure .

Investigative Techniques
Investigating curtain wa ll proble ms requ ires a
range of basic to sophi sticated techniques.
Basic techn iq ues often help to determine the
sophisticated techniq ues necessary to complete
the diagnosis. Following is a description of
investigat ive techniques, presented in increasing
order of sophistication:

Document Review

Figure 10. The testing procedure showu (A II/erican
Archilectfiral Manufaclurers Associalioll or AAMA
501.3 Field Check of Waler Pellelralioll ... by Uniforll/
Tesl Pressure Difference) is aile 1001 used ill Ihe field 10
locale Ihe m'eas of water leakage or 10 lesl repairs.
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If available, the arc hitectural, structural, and shop
drawings, and the specifi cations, if avai lab le,
shoul d be reviewed to understa nd the orig inal
intent of the c urtain wal l. Drawings and specifi cations can shed light on the relationship of the
curtain wall to the structu ral system, the presence and location of fl ashings, conditions h idden
within the wall , and the type of connections used.
Curtain wall systems, however, are not always
constructed in strict accordance wi th the archi-
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tectural plans. Review of previous reports and
repair procedures may also shed light on the
curtain wall make-up and on the shortcomings in
the curtain wall performance.

Occupant Survey
After the document review, a general survey of
the curtain wall should be performed. In large
buildings, the survey may take the form of a
questionnaire to be completed by building
occupants. Data received from the survey will
be qualitative rather than quantitative, but can
provide some insight into problems with the
curtain wall.

Visual Inspection
After the document review and survey are
completed, the curtain wall should be inspected
in detail. The inspection should determine if the
curtain wall construction matches the original
design documents and should identify the condition the parts that make up the curtain wall
including glazing, frame material, material
finishes, hardware, and sealant joints. The
operation of window vents should be checked.
Locations of water leakage or damage should be
viewed. The type and amount of maintenance or
repairs, such as paint coats, should be documented.

Curtain Wall Disassembly
Partial disassembly of the representative components and adjacent construction is useful to may
reveal concealed conditions. Trim, glazing stops,
glass, and hardware may sometimes be disassembled in order to expose connections and
flashings. Inspection openings in adjacent walls
are typically performed in areas where interior
finishes have already been damaged by water
leakage.

Field Testing
Field testing is useful to locate the causes of
leakage (Figure 10). It is also a useful tool for
measuring the effectiveness of repairs. Testing
more than one area is recommended in order to
obtain representative window behavior. Structural testing can also be performed in the field.
Based upon the findings of the investigation,
different options may be available to repair
excessive air infiltration or water penetration, as
described below. Curtain walls can also be

tested after repairs are implemented to verify
their effectiveness.

Laboratory Testing
Laboratory testing is performed to verify specific
performance levels certain attributes of the
curtain wall system and to develop remedial
measures. Typically air infiltration, water
penetration, and structural testing are performed.
Thermal performance testing to measure insulating performance (V-value) and resistance to
condensation (CRF) can also be performed. I
Though laboratory testing is useful, it should not
be considered as the final word on system
performance.
Laboratory testing of materials and finishes may
also prove beneficial. Physical properties of the
frame material may be required prior to implementing repairs. New and existing paint and
sealant samples may need to be evaluated in the
laboratory to determine their compatibility with
repair treatments. Samples of existing paint and
putty can be tested to determine the presence of
lead.

Repair Techniques
Repair options can range from temporary
stabilization to a very intrusive recladding project.
The options are discussed below:

Band-Aid Repairs
A "band-aid" can be defined as a short-term
solution to water leakage on a curtain wall.
Band-aids entail the introduction of sealant to the
exterior of the curtain wall to retard water
leakage or air infiltration. Sealant can be applied
to all metal to metal joints, to the perimeter of
window walls where they meet stone or masonry, or at glazing joints. Even properly designed band-aid repairs, verified by testing,
should be considered only temporary. It is
difficult to determine how long such repairs will
last.

Selective Reconstruction
In a selective reconstruction, only those members of the curtain wall that are defective would
be removed and replaced with members that are
identical or similar. Examples include the
selective replacement of corroded portions of
steel frames, the reglazing of existing frames, or
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the selective replacement of spandrel glass.

Overcladding
With overcladding, the original curtain wall
system is left in place and is clad over with a
new curtain wall system. The old curtain wall
system can become part of the waterproofing for
the new curtain wall or it can be abandoned
behind the new wall. Overcladding will normally
have an impact on the appearance of the building. The increased load of the new curtain wall
on the existing structure must be taken into
account. It is also important that the connections
for the new curtain wall adequately transfer all
loads to the building frame.
Recladding
The recladding option has become popular with
1950s era skyscrapers and entails complete
replacement of the original curtain wall (Figure
11). It is a popular option because it allows the
building owner to update completely the image of
the building, as well as to install a state-of-the-art
curtain wall with performance superior to that of
the original curtain wall. This option, however, is
bound to become more controversial as our early
post-Second World War skyscrapers increasingly
receive historic designation.
Conclusion
Curtain wall technology continues to evolve. As
a result, curtain walls are lighter, more economical, and constructed of new materials. This
ever-increasing sophistication, however, will
present new challenges in the repair and preservation of curtain walls as the contemporary
buildings that they enclose become old and
cherished reminders of our building heritage.

Notes
I A drainage or weeped system employs two lines of
defense against water penetration. The first line provides a
wall that can endure the various movements to which a
curtain wall is exposed and still remain relatively watertight.
The second line is a series of internal gutters and drainage
holes designed to catch and collect water which does
bypass the exterior plane of the wall and direct that water
back to the exterior.

2 Pressure equalized curtain walls rely upon the
inclusion of an interior air space formed between an inner
and outer wall of the curtain wall. The outer wall or rain
screen is designed to shed most of the water but is not
airtight. The inner wall is designed to prevent air and water
tight and withstand pressure induced by wind. The
pressure within the interior air space between these walls
equalizes to the outside pressure and prevents the build-up
of pressure across the outer wall.

.1 A curtain wall which relies upon the elimination of all
voids and discontinuities on the exterior plane of the wall to
control water penetration is referred to as a barrier system.
A barrier system is entirely dependent upon the barrier
formed by the sealing of the exterior face. This system
contains no drainage wall features or other techniques to
improve its watertightness.
.J A cohesive sealant failure occurs when the failure
forms within the sealant material, and indicates that the
sealant has either been installed improperly, been used in a
joint that requires greater movement than the sealant can
accommodate, or lost its flexibility due to age.

5 An adhesive sealant failure is when the failure occurs
between the sealant and the surface to which it is bonded,
and indicates that the surface was not properly prepared
prior to sealant application, the choice of sealant was in
appropriate, or the sealant has reached the end of its service
life.
6 For windows which operate out-of-plane such as
casements, awnings, and the like, weatherstripping is
composed of a compressible gasket of rubber or neoprene
that acts by becoming compressed within the joint between
the sash and frame when the sash is closed. For windows
that operate in-plane such as hung and slider windows,
weatherstripping is a pile or brush that maintains constant
contact with the vent and frame whether the vent is open or
closed.

7 Adhesive-backed weatherstripping that is held in
place with an adhesive may also be effective in the short
term but will eventually become tom and distorted. When
using adhesive backed weatherstripping, frequent replacement should be assumed.
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8 The type o f co nden sation that occurs in hot wcather
on the ex terio r s ide of a va por barrier o f an environmenta ll y
cOll!rolled building is not no rmally of conce rn with a glass
and metal curtain wall. Water and frost can form. however.
on the interior side of a curtain wa ll in ex treme ly co ld
weather when the interi or faces of curtai n wal l members
become co ld enough 10 bring wate r vapor out of warm and
mo isture bearing in side air. Thi s type of condensat ion can
be damag ing to interio r surfaces.

'J Alum inu lll anodi zing, a popu lar alum inum surfacc
treatment , is a fa ctory-cont rolled homogeneous fo rm ation
of alumi nu m oxide that is c reated integrally wi th or w ith out
a colorant to achieve colors from clear (silver), go ld , and the
range of li ght bronze to black.

10 At prese nt. the U-v.due and the Condensat ion
Resistance Factor or CRF o f a curtain wa ll system cann ot
be determ ined by field tes ting du e to the compl ex ity and
size of eq uipment that is required to perform sllch testing.

Fig ll re 11. FilII senle ClIrlaill wall rellloval nlld recladdillg has becollle a papillar repair
choice. III this case, curtaill wall removal al/d replacemellt is occllrring silllllltaneously.
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CASE STUDIES IN THE PRESERVATION OF THE
HISTORIC CURTAIN WALL

Stephell 1. Kelley. AlA. SE. editor
Sellior Consultallt
Wiss. Janney. Eistner Assaciates. Ill c.
Chicaga. fIlill ais

The three case studies described below and the
companion case stud y from the Netherlands
offers a snapshot of the state of preservat ion of
curtain walls of various types. The projects
described are world class monuments that range
in vintage from 1895 up to the 1950s. They span
an era when construction techno logy made the
change from hand craftsmanship to standardi zation and reliance upon machine processes.
Curtain wall materials described include terra
cotta. iron. steel . aluminum. stainless steel.
ground and poli shed glass. spandre l glass. wire
glass, enamel coated steel , puny, and sealant and
illustrate the evolution of increasingly sophi sticated materials that ha ve been introduced into
building construction.
The case studi es also point out the differences in
attitude with preserving a " traditional" monument
such as the nineteenth-century Re liance building
and landmarks of the twentieth-cen tury - the
Van Nelle Factory. the Lever House. and the B.
C. Hydro bui lding - heritage structures in which
approaches to preservation are onl y no w starting
to be defined . Our post-World War building
heritage with envelopes of exotic new materi als.
sophisti cated means of addressing wind and rain .
and too often providing a decrease in durability.
may force us to reconsider the way we approach
their preservati on. The advances in const ructi on
in our own era underscore the tremendous
challenges that will be faced by future generations who will cherish and loving ly restore the
buildings that are being constructed today.

•

Restoration of a Nineteenth Century
Curtain Wall, The Reliance Building in
Chicago

T GUllny Harboe
D;rector of Preservatioll
McClier
Chicago. !/Iillois
Stephell J. Kelley. AlA. SE
Sellior Consultallt
Wiss. Jallll ey. Elslller Associates. In c.
Chicago. !/Iillois

Of the Historic Landmark Reliance Building.
Carl Condit wrote. "If an y work of the structural
art in the nineteenth century anticipated the
future , it is thi s one." Siegfried Giedion referred
to it as the "swan song" of the Chicago School.
The 15 story skyscraper in the heart of
Chicago's loop was constructed between 1892
and 1895 according to the designs of Charles
Atwood of Burnham & Roo!. With its ex tensive
use of glass and minimi zing of ex teri or masonry,
it was a precursor of the post-World War II glass
curtain wall.
Using the most advanced construction technology at the tim e, the stru ctural frame and ex terior

envelope above the previously completed first
floor was erected between May and November
of 1894 and the upper fl oors we re occupied in
earl y 1895 . A unique feature of the exterior
envelope was the use of a system of vertica l
cast-iron mullions whi ch span from I"1oor-to-I"1oor,
and rai ls whi ch span between mulli ons. Thi s
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gridwork formed frames into which all the fixed
glass elements were placed. The terra cotta
was connected directly onto the gridwork thus
eliminating the need for much of the masonry
back up. The exclusive use of terra cotta as
cladding was unprecedented in Chicago and
considered to be innovative because it could
clean easily. The result was the minimizing of
the terra cotta mullions and the concealment of
the window frames within the terra cotta mullions.
(1

The history of the Reliance Building through the
twentieth century is that of unfortunate alterations and lack of proper maintenance. By 1941,
the base of the building including two of the three
projecting bays were altered to accommodate
signage. By 1950, the cornice at the top of the
building had been removed. Many of the large
windows had cracked and were replaced with
smaller lights of glass with vertical mul1ions
which bisected the once magnificent windows.
The building had become noticeably darkened by
soot. By the mid 1980s, the building posed a
danger to pedestrians due to falling terra cotta
and its future was in question.
The Reliance Building was purchased by the
City of Chicago in 1994 and funds were allocated for restoration and rehabilitation. The first
phase discussed below included the exterior
curtain wall and was completed in the fall of
1995. As part of the Historic Structure Report
an investigation of the curtain wall was performed which included close up visual inspection
of all of the more than 14,000 units of terra cotta
and windows, inspection openings in areas of
distress, laboratory testing of materials, and field
testing of cleaning techniques. Only a handful of
the original architectural documents were
available for review. Details of the facade did
exist in architectural drawings and in historic
publications.

contrary forces. Furthermore it was determined
that terra cotta units could not be removed from
the wall for replacement or repair without
damage to adjacent panels until the stresses
within the wall were addressed.
To address the stresses within the curtain wall, it
was determined to introduce temporary horizontal expansion joints through the wall at each
level. The joints were introduced continuously
below floor line relief angles starting at the top
level and working downward. The result was a
graduated relaxation of stresses as the expansion
joints were installed floor by floor.
A contemporary curtain wall features a means at
specified floor levels to transfer the wall loads
into the building structure. The Reliance Building
curtain wall was transitional- shelf angles are
located in most but not all areas. It was determined by the project team that shelf angles
would not be added where none had originally
existed, thereby respecting the original technical
features of the curtain wall as defined by its
period in history. Therefore, once the expansion
joints were completed and the stresses were
relaxed, the joints were again filled with mortar
to reinstate the originally intended integrity of the
curtain wall. Stresses will eventually reappear in
the curtain wall, but they will never come close
to the level that they were before the restoration.
Once the stresses were relaxed, restoration of
the terra cotta curtain wall could proceed.
Approximately 3,000 units were removed, 1,000
of these were conserved and reinstalled and
2,000 were replaced with newly fabricated terra
cotta. In addition, about 500 pieces were
repaired in situ. The completed exterior renovation has received numerous preservation awards
and Phase II may commence in 1997.

It was determined that the terra cotta portions of
the curtain wall were under a tremendous build
up of compressive stresses due to foreshortening
of the steel frame under the weight of the
building, expansion of the terra cotta masonry
due to environmental forces, and a lack of means
within the curtain wall to accommodate these

v-so
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Rehabilitation of the Former B.C. Hydro
Building, Vancouver, British Columbia
Robert C. Lemon MAl BC
Principal
Robert C. Lemon Architecture and
Prese rvation
Voncouvel; British Columbia

Vancouver, Bri tish Columbia, went through an
important period of development between the
late I940s and the early 1960s, and many
influential buildings, were constructed during this
period. Vancouver has recently taken steps to
recogni ze these buildings and the pri vate sector
has undertaken to rehabilitate many of them.
Vancouver's Heri tage Register now includes 19
buildings from the post-World War 11 era, known
as Recent Landmarks. Three of these structures are protected by Heritage Designation.
The Fonner B.C. Hydro Bu ilding, now known as
the Elektra Apartments, was the tirst post-Worl d
War 11 bu ildi ng to receive Heritage Designati on
in Vancouver. Rehabilitated in 1994, it is the
largest oFfi ce buil ding in Canada to be converted
to res identi al use. Its rehabi litati on brought to

light many issues of curta in wall preservation
which face those that undertake such projects.
A hybrid repairireplacement scheme was
implemented which included retainage of the
ori oinal aluminum mullions and replacement of
the"windows and spandrel panels. In addition the
extensive mosaic tile decoration throughout the
bui lding was preserved .
The B.C. Hydro bu ilding was designed in 1955 1957 by architects Thompson Berwick and Pratt
as the headquarters for the B.C. Electric Company (later the B.C. Hydro Company). A
landmark skyscraper of23 levels, the building's
unusual lozenge-shaped plan utili zed a cen tral
concrete core and shallow canti levered floo r
plates. The result was that no desk was further
than 20 feet fro m a window. Slender external
"structural mullions" of steel clad in alum inum
provided support to the fl oor slabs at the perimeter. A c ur~ i n wa ll system of single-paned,
fixed windows in al uminum frames and enamelcoated steel spandrels was install ed between the
structu ra l mulli ons. Extensive use of glass
mosaic tiles in decorative patterns of green, bl ue,
gray, mauve, and black were feat ured on the
elevator core, external planters, fou ndation walls,
and the elevator penthouse.

Fig"re3.
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In the course of the rehabilitation designed by
Paul Merrick Architect, the aluminum clad
structural mullions were retained in situ and
cleaned. The remaining elements of the curtain
wall system were replaced with insulated glass in
new frames that matched the material and color
of the original. After extensive research and
mock ups, the window openings were enlarged,
and the spandrels shortened to introduce operable window units in order to provide code
required natural ventilation to the apartments.
The spandrels were replaced with new enamel
coated steel panels. Otherwise, the detailing,
color, and appearance of the curtain wall were
maintained.
Though the proportions of the original curtain
wall were altered, it was performed in such a
manner as to respect the original design aesthetic
of the building. The project included preservation of the extensive tile mosaics. Cracked and
missing tiles were replaced, loose areas were readhered, and the mosaics were cleaned.
The City of Vancouver granted the project a
density bonus with the ability to transfer density
to other downtown sites. Parking relaxation
incentives were also offered by the City to assist
the building's rehabilitation. In return the owner
agreed to protect the building through heritage
designation, becoming the City's first designated
Recent Landmark. Overall, the project has
achieved a successful balance of preservation of
a modem landmark, while seeing it adapted to a
viable new use.
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Renovation of the Lever House Curtain
Wall, New York
Carl Galioto
Architect
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill
New York, New York
Stephen J. Kelley, AlA, SE
Senior Consultant
Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc.
Chicago, Illinois

In their book, American Architecture 1607J976, Marcus Whiffen and Frederick Koeper
wrote:
The firm of Skidmore Owings and
MerrilL.early identified itself with the
Miesian esthetic, and ... made Miesian
architecture a symbol of financial probity.
Its first such commission was the Lever
House in New York (J 952), designed by
Gordon Bunshaft. Ironically this building,
with its elegant curtain wall of stainless
steel, opaque blue glass, and tinted
windows, became more influential than any
single building by Mies ....

The building stands today as a monument to the
American Modern Movement and has been an
international focus for preservation of buildings
of the Modem Movement.
The thinness of the profiles used and the sleekness of the walls gave the Lever House its
ground breaking appearance. Technically, the
curtain wall was avant garde and experimental,
though similar curtain wall effects would soon
become available through fabricators' catalogues. The stainless steel curtain wall has an
interior vertical frame of mild steel interlocking
channels that are attached to the slab at the base
and tied to relief angles above.
The glass and metal curtain wall was realized not
unlike its masonry curtain wall predecessors.
The curtain wall is backed up by concrete block
walls that were required by code to achieve fire
rating and control the spread of fire between
stories. These concrete back up walls, located in
continuous horizontal bands setting above and
suspended below each floor level, show through
the glass facade as dark bands of spandrel glass.
The block walls, located about six inches behind
V-84

the glass, are plastered on the exterior side and
painted black. This treatment was originally
intended to create a "shadow box" or flush
appearance between the vision lights and
spandrel panels.
Since its construction, the Lever House curtain
wall has experienced chronic glass failure in the
form of breaking glass. As the spandrel panels
broke, the original glass panels of coated wire
glass would be replaced with heat strengthened
glass treated with a similar opaque coating on the
interior surface. Due to the continual change in
available coating colors and numerous panel
replacements over the years, the building presently has three different colors of spandrel panel.
In addition, the curtain wall, an early application
of wet glazing, has experienced water leakage in
the past. This is due in part to blockage of the
weep holes from previous repair procedures
performed on the curtain wall.
After a recent facade survey in compliance with
the New York facade inspection ordinance it
was revealed that the exterior glazing channels
on the exterior of the building are a ferrous
metal. It was concluded that the rusting of these
glazing clips and the resultant expansion of the
corrosion was a primary cause of previous glass
breakage. The stainless steel mullion covers had
also become damaged from numerous previous
reglazing procedures but were otherwise in fair
condition. Fortunately, the vertical steel mullions
behind the stainless steel were in relatively good
condition and are not rusting.
The upcoming renovation of the curtain wall,
designed by Skidmore, Owings and Merrill with
VSA Engineers acting as consultants, is being
closely coordinated with the New York Landmarks Commission. The design resolution is to
replicate profiles and the materials as originally
specified. The project will entail replacement of
the stainless steel mullion covers with new
stainless steel with a number 4 brushed finish to
match the original. The ferrous metal glazing
channels will be replaced with new aluminum
channels that will be separated from the stainless
steel by non-metallic separators. New vision
lights will be PPG Solex glass which is the same
glass as originally used. Insulated glass will not
be used because of the concern that reflectance
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of insulated glass will compromi se the ori g inal
image of the building. The orig in al spandrel glass
is no longer commerciall y avai lable. Therefore
field mock ups wi ll be used to aid in selection of
appropriate colors for the curtain wall and to aid
in the recreation of the shadow box effect that
was originally conceived.
The original steel mullions will be left in place
and reused as the framework for the renovated
curta in wal l. The concrete block wall s will also
be conserved and left in place. Mock-up testing
to date indicates that the in sertio n of a painted
metal panel betwee n the block and c urtain wall
may be the best me thod to ac hieve the shadow
box effect. The goal is to maintai n the orig inal
building image defined by the thin curtain wall
profiles and the sleek cu rtain wall skin. The
preservation of this Modern Move ment monument illustrates the chall enges faced in dea li ng
with structures that are the resu lt of contemporary machined mate rial s.

Fig llre4.
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P RESERV IN G AN IMAGE O F M O D E RNITY:
TH E VAN N ELLE FAC T O RIES IN
R OTTER D AM , THE NETHERLANDS

Wessel del onge
EdirOl; DOCOMOMO Jo urnal
Archirecr
Lee del onge Archirecrs
ROllerdallJ, The Nerherlclllds

T he Van Nelle company has a long histo ry in
trading and manu facturing tobacco, coffee, and
tea for over 200 years. In the earl y I 920s, the
firm was scattered over vari ous locations in
downtown Rotterda m, an ind ustri al harbor city
that boomed in the nineteent h cent ury to become
the world 's largest port today.

task made him decide to travel to the Uni ted
States in Octobe r 1926 to study modern prod uction systems and related industrial build ings.' By
then, the wo rks fo r the plant had already started
on a 90,000 square meter (950,000 square foot)
site that the company had acq uired at the City's
outsk irts.

The basis for the des ign of the factories was
sum marized as fo llowed:

Lay Out and Structure

" I. T he appearance o f the factory must be the
co nseque nce of the require ments o f the interior.
2. T he design must respond to hu ma n demands
as much as to mec hanical ones.
3. Additional costs for fini shes can be considered
responsible, eve n witho ut a demonstrable
ad vantage." I
T he first two te nets are so commo nl y accepted
today that it is hard to imag ine how ex traordina rily modern they were at the time. O ne of the
associates of the firm, C. H. (Kees) van der
Leeuw, had been appo inted by the Board as
"construction director." He was a luminary with
a great interest in spiritual issues, and a member
of the Krishn am urti mo ve me nt. T hi s was a
c urre nt within T heosophism, that conce ntrated
not onl y on mystical and esoteric subjects, but on
social issues as well. T he idea that was decisive
for Va n der Leeuw's approach towards work ing
conditi on s in the new Va n Nelle premises was
that concerted action rathe r than individua l effort
wo uld adva nce a be tter understanding amongst
people. His enli ghte ned approach towards his

Surveys had proven that wi th a depth of about 19
mete rs (62 feet) daylig ht would be e nsured
throughout the factory, whi ch expl ains the linear
layo ut of the fl oor sche me . T he large front that
was consequently created was also intended to
se rve as the fi nn 's corporate ide ntity. Tobacco,
tea, and coffee were manu factu red in individual
secti ons, con nected by more closed volumes
contai ni ng san itary facilities and staircases
inte nded fo r the exclu sive use of eithe r me n or

women alternatillgly.
The moveme nt of products through the factories
was ru led by gravity - raw mate rials were
tra nsported by e levators to the top fl oors, and
descended with every stage in processing. The
various heig hts of the three factories are the reby
explained, since tea required less, and tobacco
required more manufaclUring stages than coffee,
which was processed in the midd le section. T he
fin ished products were stored in the warehouses
across the yard that are connected with the
factori es by glazed gangways, th at lend a
cinematic aspect to the buildings.
An offi ce wing was added to the south which
featu res a curved facade that fo llows the main
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access road to the factories. The round forms of
the offices seem to be echoed in the circular
tearoom that is located on top of the tobacco
factory and that offers a breathtaking vista.
The factories as completed in 1929 cover a total
volume of 200,000 cubic meters (6.9 million
cubic feet) and a floor area of 50,000 square
meters (530,000 square feet). A total of 15,000
cubic meters (500,000 cubic feet) of concrete
was used in the superstructure. The concrete
floor slabs are supported by mushroom columns,
which are placed 0.7 meter (2.3 feet) away from
the edge of the slab to reduce eccentric moments and thus save structural materials. The
resultant space between perimeter columns and
facade allowed for the easy installation of steam
and water pipes, heating, and conveyor systems
without loss of usable floor area. In contrast, the
office building features more traditional concrete
frame construction with columns, girders and
beams.

The Steel and Glass Curtain Wall
The curtain wall consists of horizontally stacked
elements that are 1 meter (3 feet) wide and span
the full 3.7 meters (12 feet) from floor to floor.
They were fabricated from 35mm steel standard
sections, produced in Holland by the Braat
Company under license ofCrittall's in Britain.
The elements are coupled at the posts, that
consist of 10 cm (4 inch) deep steel mullions.
The coupled mullions at 1 meter intervals provide
structural integrity. Each element is divided into
three equal parts by two transoms and the lower
third of which was made into a spandrel by
welding steel panels on either side of the profiles.
Spandrels were insulated with 30 mm
"torfoleum" (peat, impregnated with tar), and
spray galvanized before finishing with aluminum
paint.
The vertical configuration arose from the new
insight that transoms should be avoided as much
as possible, in order to not obstruct the view of
the factory personnel, either sitting down or
standing. Daylight and fresh air could freely enter
the factory through vertical pivot windows, that
made up the middle section of every other
element. Both fixed and operable windows were
subdivided by a vertical bar to reduce the risk of
glass breakage, especially on the higher floors.
V-S8

The factories were single glazed according to the
standards of the period. All glazing was done
from the exterior with putty. A condensation
gutter runs along the glazing to avoid damage to
the construction at floor level. In order to
uderstand the scale of the curtain walls it is
illustrative to know that the surface of the curtain
wall of the factories and the office block totals
roughly 11,000 square meters (116,000 square
feet), two thirds of which is glazed.
The curved facades of the office building more
or less follow an earlier idea for the facade and
feature a plastered parapet. The main clerk's hall
in the back is a 7 meter (23 foot) high single
volume, and again features a curtain wall.
Although the American influences are evident,
analysis of the curtain wall itself reveals that this
construction was of German origin rather than
following American examples. Both Van der
Leeuw and Van der Vlugt had visited Gropius'
Bauhaus in Dessau, that had just been finished,
and the designers of the Van Nelle curtain wall
borrowed more than a few ideas from the
Bauhaus' workshop wing. 3

Problems with the Curtain Wall
Defects in the facades of the factories have
remained relatively limited. Due to the fact that
the company has always recognized the value of
the buildings, they have been relatively well
maintained over the years. The factories'
designation as a historic monument was, however, only enacted recently.
Yet some defects occurred over the course of
time. A primary problem with the curtain wall is
related to the steel sheet spandrels welded to the
frames. Numerous welded joints have cracked as
a result of thermal movements of the panels,
allowing water to penetrate the spandrels. As a
result, the peat insulation was affected, and the
steel has become corroded.
Although more damages were found in the
factories, thermal problems were most evident in
the offices. The occurrence of cold drafts and
radiation in the winter from the single glazing is
more noticeable when performing desk top work
than for factory labor. This was most apparent
near the seven meter high curtain wall in the
clerk's hall.
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As is often the case, the decision to completely
remove the facades of the Van Nelle plant in the
early I 980s was not influenced by the significant
deterioration of the envelope over time, although
some defects were obvious. It was rather the
growing discrepancy between the actual thermal
performance and the expected standards for
interior climate that triggered this decision.
Expected energy performance standards have
increased dramatically after the late I 970s energy
crises.

The Initial Renovation Strategy
Because of thermal discomfort, the facades of
the office wing were replaced in the mid 1980s.
The interpretation of the renovation architects
was that double glazing was mandatory and
therefore the original steel windows had to be
replaced. Although the windows were in a state
that would have allowed repair, and similar
profiles were and are still produced in Britain
today, there was no double glazing available that
would fit into the narrow rabbet, as is the case
today.
Van den Broek & Bakema architects, heirs of
the Brinkman and Van der Vlugt practice, made
a serious effort to employ the slenderest window
profiles then available that still met the performance requirements. These necessitated a
thermal break of the profiles, which was only
available with aluminum. The increase of rabbet
depths to accommodate double glazing, the
thermal break itself, and the significant decrease
of lateral resistance caused by these synthetic
gaskets in the center of the profiles inevitably
resulted in a much heavier section than the
original. The appearance of the replacement
facade is, therefore, dramatically different from
the original membrane of steel and glass. Also, it
is evident that care should have been given to
hinges and other hardware, which are a total
disgrace with the Swiss Jansen Viss system that
was employed in the replacement.
A primary criticism by today's standards would
be that the intervention is not reversible, and the
original fabric has been lost forever. A more
preferable option would have been to repair and
partially reconstruct the old facade, and to add
another window wall construction behind it.
Although such a solution would be visible due to

reflections and so on, it would allow the removal
of these additions when future technologies could
provide more sophisticated upgrading of the
original facade.

Changing Views Towards Renovation
Fortunately, the strategy adopted for the offices
has not been pursued for the remaining structure.
By the end of the 1980s a change in attitude
regarding twentieth century building heritage in
Europe emerged hesitantly, marked by the birth
of DOCOMOMO International around 1988.4
This attitude change caused a remarkable
reassessment of the approach to renovation of
the Van Nelle factories, particularly regarding the
use of double glazing. It meant that salvaging
the only slightly deteriorated original curtain wall
became an option. The thermal requirements for
the factories are much lower as compared to the
offices. Workers perform physical labor and are
dressed accordingly. In the factories, the heat
naturally provided by production machinery
appears to compensate for energy losses through
the curtain wall and the huge loading doors that
open frequently, and are nearly sufficient to heat
the buildings in winter. Additional heating was
provided from the boiler house next to the
warehouses. Down drafts at the facades are less
of a problem here, since the zone immediately
adjacent is not in use as work floor but for
mechanical services as previously described.
Calculations revealed that double glazing of the
factories was not an investment with sufficient
return. For curtain walled buildings, double
glazing requires a high initial investment, but the
insulated glass units will only last about 19 years.
The modest energy savings for Van Nelle would
not compensate for such an investment. These
findings meant that another approach could be
followed for the renovation of the factories aimed
at salvaging the original facade.

A New Renovation Strategy Takes Hold
The tearoom on top of the tobacco factory was to
become the test case for the new renovation
strategy. The strategy for the steelwork was
refined during the test case and could serve as a
standard for later factory renovations. The fact
that the company that had produced the original
curved glazing had kept the molds was very
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fortunate. The original heating elements along the
perimeter and the peculiar radiator around the
stairwell were carefully repaired and put back into
service. The carpet was remade with a similar
pattern as the original, while contemporary
sunscreens and furniture were added. The
restoration was regarded as a success, and paved
the way for an agreement with the City regarding
subsidies for an integral restoration of the factories over five years.

spandrels were fabricated from sheet aluminum.
To prevent cathodic effects, the aluminum was
isolated from the steel by strips of a synthetic
material. After reinstallment, the windows were
again single glazed. To obtain the same texture as
original, the metal work was brush painted by
hand with aluminum paint. Although labor
intensive, this procedure was easily coordinated
with the general scheme of working on the facade
by sections.

These renovations have been gradually executed
between 1991 and 1996, during which time the
factories remained in use. The investment
totalled about $3.4 million, $0.6 million of which
was subsidized through the city. With respect to
this, three categories of work were distinguished:

Conclusions and Epilogue

1. regular maintenance subsidy of zero percent
2. restoration work related to factory operations
subsidy of 15 percent
3. and restoration work unrelated to factory
operations subsidy of 30 percent.
The third item is a standard procedure, if a
subsidy is granted at all.
By 1996, the curtain wall of all the factories was
gradually repaired, in the same fashion as the
tearoom envelope. Facade elements were
removed from the main buildings by floor-height
sections of about 5 meter (16 feet) wide. Plywood screens were placed between the columns
to prevent dust and cold entering the workspace,
leaving a 0.7 meter (2.3 feet) strip for construction work. The elements were stripped of glass,
putty sealants, spandrel panels and insulation.
They were then grit-blasted in situ, primed with a
zinc compound, and painted after reinstallation.
When necessary, especially at sills, parts were
replaced by newly made profiles, that were
composed of strip metal. However, very few
elements had to be completely reconstructed. All
the works were carried out by a local blacksmith,
which turned out to be considerably cheaper than
involving one of the firms that specialize in steel
replacement windows.
As previously described, almost all spandrel
panels were heavily corroded, and it was determined that replacement was required. To avoid
the continuance of corrosion, the replacement
V-gO

It appears from this case study that it is vital that

the historic value of a building is recognized as
well by the client. Van Nelle sustained the idea
that their premises double as the company's
showpiece. This position not only entailed a
careful maintenance program for most of the
buildings' life, but allowed for a sensible consultation with preservation experts in advance. Such a
process takes time, as is illustrated by the change
in approach with the offices and, later, the
factories themselves, with the tearoom experience
being a turning point.
It requires expertise to value the performance of

the existing fabric and to match this with the
client's program. Instead of taking a standard
solution for granted, as is often the case in the
Netherlands with double glazing, careful considerations and objective calculations should provide
data to arrive at a proper balance between
performance in use and the historic integrity of
such a landmark.
Despite the efforts made so far, the future of the
factories remains unsure. As Sara Lee sold their
Netherlands business to Van Nelle's main opponent on the Dutch market for coffee, tea, and
tobacco, the Rotterdam plant is now just one of a
series across the country. Present production
processes are horizontally organized, and the
basic layout of the Van Nelle factories have
become inefficient. As a result, it is anticipated
that the factories will become obsolete by the
year 2000. Still aware of the cultural value of the
buildings, as well as the social significance for
Rotterdam, the company has taken the initiative
to establish an advisory body to survey re-use
potentials, which includes preservation officers,
architects and economic consultants. Given the
outlying location, the huge floor area, and the
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unsuitability of the thermal performance of the
envelope for other purposes, their job will not be
easy.

Bantje, H.F.W. Twee Eeuwen met de Weduwe; Geschiedenis
van De En1en de Wed. J. Van Nelle n.v., 1782-1982.
Rotterdam, 1981. Text in Dutch.
Le Corbusier. Towards a New Architecture. 1923. English
ed., London, 1931.
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deJonge, W., editor. Curtain Wall Refurbishment, A
Challenge to Manage. Eindhoven: DOCOMOMO
International. 1997. Text in English.
Geurst, J. and J. Molenaar. Van der Vlugt, architect 1894
1936. Delft, 1983. Text in Dutch.
Molema, J. and P.Bak, editors. Jan Gerko Wiebenga,
Apostel van net Nieuwe Bouwen. Rotterdam, 1987.
Text in Dutch.
Molenaar, J. "The Van Nelle Factory; Dutch Avant-Garde
and American Inspiration." II Modo di Costruire
Proceedings. Rome, 1990. Text in English.
van der Leeuw, C.H. Bouw eener nieuwe fabriek, factoren
bij de keuze van terreinen enfabriekstype.Rotterdam,
1930.
Wiederhalll14. Leen van der Vlugt. Amsterdam, 1993. Text
in English.

3 J. Molenaar, "The Van Nelle Factory; Dutch AvantGarde and American Inspiration," II Modo di Costruire
Proceedings (Rome, 1990), 358.

"'DOCOMOMO is the acronym for the "International
Working Party for the Documentation and Conservation of
Building Sites and Neighbourhoods of the Modem
Movement." Its mission is the registry of significant works
of twentieth century design, advocacy for their preservation, and technical and historical research. DOCOMOMO
is based at the Technical University of Eindhoven in
Eindhoven, the Netherlands. DOCOMOMOIUS is based
at the Freeman House, School of Architecture, University
of California.
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Figure 1. Aerial view of the Vall Nelle
Factory frolll the 19305.

Figu re 2. Canonical period view of Vall
Nelle Factory yard with gangways.

Figure 3. Smile view of Van Nelle
Factory today.
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Figllre 4. Period view offnelory nren
showing i11terior col1ditiollS.

-

-

Figllre 5. Period view of origillnl ClIrlnin wnll
showilIg pallels and vellts.

Figllre 6. Period illierior view of Ihe
"elIDeolnle box" wilh ClIrved glnss mId
ClIrved henlillg rndinlor nrolllld Ihe
slnirwell.
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